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Foundation
presents its
mini-grants
to teachers

News In Brief
Princeton to be the site of U.K.
All Commodity Field Day July 14
The University of Kentucky College of Agriculture will sponsor the
All Commodity Field Day on Thursday, July 14 at the West Kentucky
Research and Education Center in Princeton
The all-day event will feature tours, exhibits, demonstrations and
diagnostic services
UK President David Roselle will be the keynote speaker of the day.
speaking on the "University of Kentucky in Agriculture: partners for
the Future."
"We think we have some
to offer.to just about everyone who is
interested in agriculture," saicitl<rxtension horticulturist and field
day chairman Gerald Brown. "This is an excellent opportunity for a
producer to get updated on his product and also get a glimpse at other
agricultural enterprises he may be interested in "
The event, held every two years, also will showcase UK faculty
members from all over the state who will be showing their latest
research in areas ranging from livestock to horticulture.
Farmers will have a chance to have any infected plants diagnosed
or their swine's feed and water samples tested for sulfamethazine at
two diagnostic renters that will be set up
For the first time, the Princeton Business Development and Mann-14 -Association will sponsor a tour of historic PnncetOli.
Mort1hatil..800people attended the lastliehiday..andwithno other.,
all-commodity field days being offered in the region this year. Brown
said he expects another strong turnout.
Registration for the day will take place from S-9.15 a.m at the
Princeton Research and Education Center

Southeastern Ohio earthquake
detected Saturday afternoon
COLUMBUS, Ohio AP — An earthquake shook a small town in
southeastern Ohio shortly after noon Saturday, but there were no
reports,of damage or injury, a state geologist said.
The 12:1S p.m temblor registered 3.5 on the Richter scale of
ground motion, with its epicenter in community of Gaysport, about 15
miles south of Zanesville, said Micheal Hansen of the state Divisibn
of Geological Survey.
Earlier Saturday, a 3.2 Richter quake rattled Boulder City, Nev.,
about 10 miles southeast of Las Vegas. but there was no damage or injury reported.
The Richter scale gauges the energy a quake releases as.recorded
by seismograph A quake measuring 3.5 on the scale is capable of inflicting slight damage locally
An one-number increase on the logarhythmic scale reflects a tenfold increase in the severity of an earthquake

Elsewhere...

The Murray Independent School District Foundation for Excellence in Public Education announced the winners of the 1988-89 Foundation Mini-grants Saturday during a faculty-staff breakfast at Murray High School.
The winners of the grants are, front row, from left: Mary Valentine, Marilyn Barksdale, Brenda Maddox,
Cyndi Cahoon. Peggy Brown (with Marilyn Barkadak); back row,from left: Holly Bloodworth. Carla Rexmoat, Sally Crass, Sue Miller, Ann Perrin, Not present for the picture were: Beryl Whaley, Mary Ann Russell,
Beth Broach and Mark Etherton.
Stall photo by Stott Wilson

The National Scouting Museum
at Murray State University will
begin its third summer season on
Wednesday, June 1.
The facility, which offers a
blend of high-tech participatory
exhibits, live drama and traditional displays, will be open to the

public from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. daily
through Labor Day, Monday Sept.
5.
Murray, the talking robot who
greets visitors with songs and
animated conversation, will
resume his duties for the 1988
season. Other exhibits include:

Graduating seniors

MOSCOW
President Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev, striking -sparks off each other." hold a second summit
meeting today followed by a dramatic gesture by Reagan to push
human rights on th: soil of the Soviet Union.
MOSCOW — Nancy Reagan, "a little overwhelmed" by her first
visit to the Soviet Union, has quickly united with Raisa Gorbachev in
a joint effort to squelch reports they don't get along.
MOSCOW — Twelve-year-old Vera Zeiman, an Orphan Annie lookalike with cherubic cheeks and frizzy curls, has been waiting nearly
all her life to leave the Soviet Union On Sunday, she waited in vain
for President Reagan.
OBERLIN, Ohio — While President Reagan and Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev meet this week, dozens,of young musicians in the
United States and the Soviet Union are tuning up for a musical summit of sorts this summer.
.4CROSS THE NATION — The mournful sound of buglers playing
Taps and the cadence of marchers in Memorial Day parades today
helped Americans remember those who died fighting for their
country.
THE WORLD OF POLITICS — Democratic presidential frontrunner Michael Dukakis, beginning a drive to capture black votes in
November, was mecting with black backers from around the country
today. But Jesse Jackson reminded his rival that his help will be
needed, declaring: "It's going to take both of us to win."
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(Cont'd on page 2)

— Patrol Theatre and Values
Theatre, exhibits which require
visitor participation to help solve
difficult ethical problems and to
assist a Scout troop in finding a
lost child.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Gov. Wilkinson announces
county secondary program
State Transportation Secretary
Milo D. Bryant said Calloway
County program and projects are
estimated to cost $538,477. He added that both projects are expected
to be accomplished by contract
and advertised for bids as soon as
possible.
Wilkinson explained that Rural
Secondary funds are made possible through collection of the state
motor fuels tax, and that distribution of funds is based upon each
county's land size, population and
rural road mileage

Poll: Kentuckians split
on Vietnam vets' issue

Forecast
Tonight: Fair and mild. Low
in the low 60s. Light south wind.
Tuesday: Sunny and hot.
High again in the lower 90s
South wind around 10 mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for fair and warm conditions
Wednesday, with increasing
clouds and possible thundershowers Thursday and Friday.
Highs will be around 90
Wednesday and in the 80s
Thursday and Friday. Lows
will be in the 60s.

— Scoutaround Theatre, a
14-minute multimedia show using
seven giant screens that features
some of the major experiences
associated with Scouting, including a Court of Honor
ceremony and a National
Jamboree.

Gov. Wallace G. Wilkinson has
announced the approved 1988-89
Rural Secondary Program for
Calloway County.
"This program provides funds
for both maintenance and improvement projects on rural
roads," Wilkinson said. "This
year Calloway County has been
budgeted $361,600 for maintenance
of its 138.9 miles of state roads."
Wilkinson said the state will also
resurface 3.6 miles of Kentucky
1429, the Coles Campground Road:
and 1.5 miles of Kentucky 1327, the
College Farm Road.

—Today's Index

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered copy
ot the The Murray Ledger &
Timms by 5 30 p m Monday-Friday
or by 3 30 p m Saturday are urged to call 753-1918 between 5:30
p.m. and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m
Saturday. Office Hours — 8 a m
- 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
6 a.m. • 12 p.m. Saturday

The Murray Independent School
District Foundation for Excellence in Public Education announced the winners of the 1988Foundation Mini-grants Saturday
at a faculty-staff breakfast at
Murray High School.
Sally Crass received a $100
grant for a program called "Student Nutrition Awareness." The
program is designed to help
elementary students enjoy
nutritious meals and creative
snacks by visiting high school
home economic classes. The high
school students will prepare a
booklet of snacks for the elementary children. Lessons will also be
given in table manners.
Mary Valentine was given a $200
grant for "Social Skills and Manners." She will also share a $100
grant with Beth Broach for a program called "Life Skills-A P.E.
Counseling and Classroom Approach." Valentine's first program will teach students table and
social manners and she will aid
Broach in coordinating the

National Scouting Museum begins season June 1
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Eastwood Christian Academy held its' second annual graduation
ceremonies Sunday night at the school. The 1988 graduates are, from
left: Tammie Jones, Chad Young and Stephanie Treas. Jones, valedictorian, is the daughter of Thomas and Judy Jones of Route 8 in Murray.
Young is the son of Joe and June Young of Route 3 and Tress is the
daughter of Stephen and Pamela 'Frew' of Route 7. Dr. Lynn Mayall,
pastor of the Eastwood Baptist Church, gave the message at the
candlelight service. Academy principal Steve Todd handed out
diplomas.
Reef *On by Rood Mhos

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Kentuckians are split over current
treatment of Vietnam veterans,
with four in 10 believing they
receive less respect today than
those of other wars and about the
same amount feeling they receive
as much appreciation, according
to a published report.
The Bluegrass State Poll also
found that just half of those
surveyed knew that American
troops were fighting for South
Vietnam, not North Vietnam.
More than a third did not know
which country received U.S. support, and another 12 percent
thought it was North Vietnam.
The lack of knowledge about
America's ally shows "there was
not a lot of ... support" among the
American public, said Phil
Goudeau, a counseling therapist at
the Vietnam Vet Center in
Louisville. People were against
the war, he said, but they really
didn't know who the enemy was.
But the poll found that a generation gap contributed to the lack of
knowledge. with younger Ken;

tuckians, many of whom came of
age after the conflict, less aware
of which side the United States
backed. People 35 and over were
more likely than those 18 to 34 to
name South Vietnam as the U.S.
ally, by a margin of 57 percent to
46 percent.
Two-thirds of those who have attended college knew which country the United States backed, compared to about four in 10 of those
with no more than a high school
education.
While Kentuckians were divided
on the respect issue, there was a
clear consensus that when Viet1
nam veterans returned they were
treated worse than veterans returning from other wars. Of the 767
adults polled, 65 pe‘cent agreed
that Vietnam veterans were
treated worse on their return. Just
3 percent said they were treated
better, and the rest said they were-treated the same or said the;'
weren't sure
The poll's results show "there's
(Oont'd on page 2)
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Mismanagement, missing funds almost cripple Indian ceremonies
EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP —
Mismanagement and missing
funds nearly crippled a ceremony
to rebury desecrated Indian remains from a west Kentucky
farm, local supporters who left the
reburial movement say.
"I'm not saying there was any
criminal intent, but it certainly
wasn't done properly," former
supporter Jim Newman said of
early fund-raising and spending
practices. "And when an accounting (of funds that were raised I
was asked for, it wasn't
forthcoming."
Other local residents who have
withdrawn their support agreed
with Newman but declined to
allow their names to be used
before the reburial, saying they
did not want the event to be spoiled
by bad publicity.
The planning for Monday's

ceremony attracted national
media attention and appearances
by -Dentis Banks, leader of the
American Indian Movement.
The case began with the
discovery of a massive relic hunting operation on a Union County,
Ky., farm along the Ohio River.
Ten men were arrested and the
reburial was to be a showcase of
unity among Indian tribes and the
focus of efforts to stop other relichunters from disturbing graves.
But offices to raise money for
the reburial were closed and some
of the group's strongest local supporters left in disgust after
publishing earlier this month a letter in a local newspaper criticizing
"the politicized organization left
by the Native American representatives who recently visited this
area."

The letter in The Evansville
up other bills that have yet to be
Courier, written by Newmam said
paid.
the reburial effort "has been
Offices in Evansville and Unionallowed to degenerate into a
town, Ky., near the relic-hunting
morass of broken promises, unoperation were closed and Banks
checked tempers and fiscal
said thousands of dollars of
irresponsibility."
outstanding bills remained.
Newman said money to support
At a Uniontown City Council
the reburial was raised through
meeting early last month, Banks
speaking engagements. T-shirt
read a statement apologizing for
and book sales. The funds were
the confusion.
supposed to support Indian
"Not only was there fiscal
religious leaders and other
dignitaries when they carrfe to the • mismanagement, but an outright
Memorial Day reburial and destructive path by the so-called
I local Indian administrator,"
several days of purification
ceremonies leading up to the Banks said. "His actions have
resulted in bad feelings, suspicion
event.
Instead, he and others con- and general disruptiveness."
nected with the reburial say, the
Banks appointed another adIndian representatives who came ministrator who was in turn
to organize the event more than a replaced after accusing armonth ago used the money to pay chaeologists inspecting the site of
their own living expenses and ran digging up more romainq

The episode highlighted an erosion of good will between the Indians and their local supporters
that contributed to the decision by
Newman and others to withdraw.
Perhaps as a consequence the
event, which was earlier expected
to draw tens of thousands of spectators and participants, may
generate only a fraction of the
publicity and support the Indians
were seeking.
"It's been reduced to a very
small, circumstantial event that
leaves a lot of questions in its
wake," said Newman.
Bob Hite, the Union County
judge-executive, said his office
had received numerous telephone
inquiries about the reburial. but
that only about 100 people had
shown up for preliminary tobaccoburning ceremonies late last
week.

"They've had some internal problems, the mismanagement of
funds, that's kind of cast a pall on
the thing," he said.
Six Kentuckians, three Indiana
men and one from Illinois were
charged in connection with the
relic-hunting operation and their
trial is tentatively set for June 27
in Uniontown.
Newman said he hoped the problems surrounding the reburial efforts would not damage the anti•
desecration movement.
"I'm not angry with the Indians," he said. "I've met some
Indians that I feel very close to.
But unfortunately they were not
the ones who were running the
local show. I think it points up a
lack of organization among the
tribes to deal with things like
this

Nation remembers its dead; revelers head for the beaches
By The.4SSOCIATED PRESS
The mournful sound of buglers
playing taps and the cadence of
marchers in Memorial Day
parades helped Americans
remember those who died fighting
for their country, while beaches
and parks were packed with holiday revelers.
A sea of fluttering American
flags marked_the_ 72,000 graves at
Willamette National Cemetery in
Portland, Ore. Officials planned
ceremonies of remembrance today at Arlington National
Cemetery in Virginia and at the
Vietnam Memorial in Washington.

In Gettysburg, Pa., Gen.
William Westmoreland, commander of U.S. troops in Vietnam
during the war, planned to speak
after a parade honoring soldiers
who died in the Civil War battle 125
years ago this summer.
In Omaha, Neb., a brass band
today planned to wend its way
through a pioneer cemetery to
saint.a lath century madam called "the hooker with a heart of
gold."
And on Attu Island, Alaska,
Americans and Japanese erected
a monument that was to be
dedicated to the thousands of

Lab." Whaley will develop a computer program to allow elementary teachers at Carter School to
(Oont'd from page I)
use a computer lab for instant
counseling and P.E. curriculum feedback on students' skills in
for elementary students to infuse math and English. Her grant is for
positive life skills such as sport- $242.
smanship and leadership.
Holly Bloodworth received a
Ann Perrin was given a $300 $284 grant for a program called
grant for "Focusing on Visual and "Discovery Corner — An IndepenPrinted Images in Art History." dent Learning Center in Science."
The program is desinged to pro- Science materials will be purchasvide such things as slides to help in ed for an independent science
the teaching of art history.
center to be rotated between all
Brenda Maddox received a $289 first grades.
grant for "Using Computers in
A program called "ApGeneral Mathematics." Software preciating the Middle Ages,"
will be purchased to improve received a $100 grant for Mary
students' basic skills as well as Ann Russell. A set of three
their attitude toward learning.
filmstrips and cassettes will be
Carla Rexroat's program "Math purchased to enhance the study of
Skills Explosion" received a $300 "Beowulf," "Canterbury Tales,"
grant. Six computer programs will and "King Arthur."
be purchased for elementary
Sue Miller was given a $210
grade levels. The programs will grant for "Publish It." It is a proallow personalization through as gram that will purchase computer
many as 20 skill levels.
software that will allow students
Cyndi Cohoon received a $300 to layout and design professional
grant for "From Main Street to documents.
Wall Street." The program will
Peggy Brown, Marilyn
allow students to participate in a Barksdale and Mark Etherton
stock market game, a simulation were given a $600 grant for
of investment in our financial "Publication of Literary
system. Students will actually in- Magazine, 'The Odyssey." The
vest $300 with the money returned grant will cover the expense of
to the Foundation at the end of the publishing copies of a magazine
school year.
which includes select writings by
Beryl Whaley was given ap- high school students. The 11th
proval for a program called "Im- grade honors English classes will
provement of Baskic Skills research writing techniques and
Throught the Use of a Computer develop their own.

Foundation...
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Featuring a 10x13
Wall Portrait
•

$3995 Value NOW ONLY
33 Portrait Package. 2-8x 10s,
3-5x7s, 15 wallets Plus a
Big 10x13 and 12 All-Occasion
Caption Portraits'(3x5s)

$1491,:e

Get 33 portraits for $1495 including a 10x13 wall portrait and 12 All-Occasion Caption
Portraits(make portraits for all occasions by applying your choice of 30 messages)
There's no appointment necessary and K mart welcomes babies children.
adults and groups
oew cietr One advechsed package Do,tam*, $1 each ad:Myna'saw?
Poses our swiromo kot

Tuesday, May 31 thru Saturday, June 4
Daily: 10:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
700 U.S. Highway 641 North, Murray
AGFA

soldiers from both sides of the
Pacific who died there — the site
of the only World War II battle
fought on North American soil.
A snowstorm in the Southwest
stranded some campers in Cedar
Breaks National Monument in
Utah and whipped up waves that
sank an unoccupied 60-foot
houseboat on Lake Powell,
authorities said.
Temperatures in the 80s lured
hundreds of thousands of sunbathers to beaches from
Massachusetts to South Carolina.
"It's like the people are saying,
'Welcome to summer,— said

Calloway County
Demo committee
meets; Ramey -chosen secretary
The Calloway County
Democratic Executive Committee
met on Wednesday, May 24 at 8:30
p.m. in the Miller Courthouse Annex. In regular business, David
Ramey was elected Secretary to
fill the position held by Karen
Crick who resigned. Ramey is currently president of the Young
Democrats of Murray State
University.
The committee submitted
names in nomination for County
Election Commission to the Kentucky Democratic Party headquarters and finalized plans for
the State Convention to select national delegates. The State Convention will be held on June 4 in
Frankfort. Individuals interested
in attending may contact Jackie
Overbey at 753-8973 or Pete
Waldrop at753-7249. Overbey and
Waldrop are co-chairs of the
Calloway County Democratic Executive Committee.

Vets'issue...
(C,ont'd from page I)
still a stigma" on Vietnam
veterans, Goudeau said. That
stigma, he said, is "deep-seated."
"Vietnam vets are still very
reluctant to accept a lot of the
things that are going on in society
today because of the reception
they received when they came
home," he said.
The poll also found that a sizable
minority of Kentuckians fears
another war — in Central
America. About four in 10 said
they feared a war resulting from
the turmoil in Nica • gua and
other Central American countries
more than they fear a communist
takeover there.
However, a third said they were
more fearful about a communist
takeover. Twelve percent said
they worried about both and 5 percent said they didn't worry about
either.
Veterans made up 16 percent of
the those polled: 4 percent of the
total served in Vietnam.
The poll, conducted by
telephone March 2449, has a
margin of error of 3.5 percentage
points. In theory, this means that
In 19 of 20 cases, the poll results
would be no more than 3.5 points
above or below the results that
would have been obtained if all
Kentucky adults with telephones
had been interviewed.
The Bluegrass State Poll concerning Kentuckians' attitudes toward
Vietnam veterans asked the
following:
— Do you think veterans of the
Vietnam War were treated better
when they returned to the United
States than soldiers from earlier
wars, or about the same, or do you
think they were treated worse?
— What about now? Do you think
veterans of the Vietnam War are
receiving as much respect today
from other Americans as veterans

police Sgt. William Selig of
Rockport, Mass. "It's like this until the cold weather comes. In a
few months we'll be looking forward to fall."
In Ocean City, Md., a swimmer
drowned in the ocean 90 minutes
before lifeguards went on duty
Saturday for the first time in the
season, police said.
An estimated 100,000 people
headed to New York City beaches
on Sunday to enjoy sun and sand
on the opening weekend of the
summer beach season.
Lifeguards were on duty for the
first time this year at the city's
Jones Beach State Park, but there
wasn't much for them to do
because of the cold water.
"Most people are just sunbathing," said Joseph Lescinski,
park superintendent.
About 10,000 people, Mostly
bikers, ended their two-day
American Motorcycle Jamboree
on Sunday in CobleskW, 30 miles
west of Albany, N.Y.
"I didn't see a single wheelie,"
Mayor Nicholas Iono said.
The pace was quicker in Indiana, where an estimated 350,000
to 450,000 people watched Sunday's 72nd running of the Indianapolis 500. About 100 people
were arrested in prerace revelry,
and one man died after falling out
of a pickup truck, police said.
Rick Mears, 36, overcame an
early one-lap deficit to win the
race for the third time in his
career.
The Prospect Hill Preservation
Brass Band planned its eighthannual Memorial Day tribute to
Anna Wilson, who ran Omaha's
highest-priced house of ill repute
for 30 years before donating it to
the city as a hospital shortly
before her death in 1911.
of earlier wars?
— Do you recall which side the
United States supported in the
Vietnam War — was it North Viet.
nam or South Vietnam?
—Did you, or did anyone in your
current household, happen to
serve in Vietnam during the war
there?
—Are you, or is any person in
your household, a member or a
veteran of the U.S. armed forces?
— When it comes to the situation
in Nicaragua and Central
America, are you more worried
about the United States getting involved in a war there, or more
worried about a communist
takeover in that area?

MUSe1.1111...
(Cont'd from page I)
— Gateway Park, an outdoor
obstacle course that offers the
young and young-in-spirit a
challenging alternative for entering the museum. It consists of a
high ropes course 20 feet above the
ground and teams course with
obstacles that require group
interaction.
For traditionalists, the museum
houses original Scout paintings by
Norman Rockwell, probably the
most famous of 30,000 items in the
BSA collection.
Other attractions are a threedimensional maze to test a
visitor's pathfinding ability, an exhibit featuring photographs, labels
and artifacts related to world
Scouting and display that traces
the importance and history of the
Scout uniform.
Admission rates to the museum
are $4.50 adults (12 and older),
$3.50 for youth (ages 6 though 11),
no charge for youngsters under 6
and $4 for senior citizens (65 and
older).
Groups of six or more and all
Scouts will be charged $3. Season
passes — $25 for individuals, $35
per family — are also available

In Menands, N.Y., a veterans
In Hackensack. N.J., submarine
group took time out from the veterans Sunday held their 15th
weekend sun and fun to honor annual ceremony in memory of
President Chester A. Arthur, who the 52 submarines lost in World
is buried in the Albany Rural War II and peace time.
Cemetery.
A wreath was tossed into Boston
"Nobody else had opted in an of- Harbor from the 190-year-old l'SS
ficial capacity to do anything for Constitution, the nation's oldest
this former president," said Mar- commissioned warship.
tin O'Connell, organizer of the
And about 1,200 Boy Scouts. Girl
memorial service for the nation's----Scouts, Brownies and Cub Scouts
21st president, who served from
placed flags on all 78,200 graves at
1881-1885. "I think it's shameful Las Angeles National Cemetery.
that the federal government
"You can see all those who
should ignore the grave of a fought, but it's sad because they
former commander-in-chief on all died," said 9-year-old Andrew
Memorial Day weekend."
Marek

Former governor tells
writer his secrets

COVINGTON , Ky
AP I —
Writer Vance H Trimble lunched
with A.B. "Happy" Chandler and
-Mama," borrowed pajamas during an ice storm and learned the
former governor's secrets while
he gathered information for a
book.
But Trimble said he does not
consider himself the author of the
book. which is scheduled for
release in February_
"I was the megaphone through
which he spoke." Tnmble said
He recounted his memoirs This
is a memoir. This is an
autobiography."
Trimble, 74, became a reporter
at the age of 14 and won the
Pulitzer Prize for national reporting in 1960 for his stories on
payroll deceit and nepotism in
Congress. He is a member of
Oklahoma's Journalism Hall of
Fame.ln 1979. he retiredfrom -TheKentucky Post after more than 16
years as its editor
The interview's for the book —
two to four times a week at
Chandler's- home in Versailles —
began in February 1987.
"I'd get there at 9 a.m. and we'd
sit there and talk with the tape
recorder running, have lunch with
'Mama' (Chandler's wife,
Mildred I and Happy and whatever
guests happened to be coming in,"
Trimble told The Post recently.
Chandler, 89, a University of
Kentucky trustee, came under fire
this spring for saying "Zimbabwe's all nigger" during a com•
mittee discussion of UK investments in South Africa.
"I asked him about racism way
before this thing ever came up,
last year," Trimble said. "He said
he didn't think all Negroes were
inferior." Chandler told Trimble
he had met many superior blacks,
"not in politics, but in sports."
Chandler was baseball commissioner in 1947 when Jackie Robinson became the first black to play
in modern American. majorleague baseball. As governor.
Chandler helped with the racial integration of Kentucky's public
schools.
"It was unfortunate about the
'nigger' incident, because he has a
tremendous record of going to bat
for the blacks," Trimble said.
"He's preached in Negro churches
and hugged and kissed Negroes all
over the place."
"Here's one thing you people in
the press ought to think about," he
said. "Happy said 'nigger,' one
word, and when the blacks went to
the state capital to protest, they
shouted obscenities and booed the
governor."
Protesters demanded that Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson, who appointed
Chandler, ask him to resign.
Trimble said he is sending the
publisher, Bonus Books of
Chicago, additional manuscript
pages in which Chandler addresses the incident.
The former governor spoke freely during the interviews, Trimble
said.

"He told me all his secrets "But
Trimble would not give up the best
parts. saying only. "It's in the
book."
Once. when Tnmble was stranded in the Chandler home during an
ice storm, "he gave me a pair oi
his pajamas and a bed out in the
cabin"
Ellen Slezak, Bonus editor, said
about 10.000 copies of the book will
be printed initially The book will
run more than 300 pages. including
about 32 of photographs, and will
sell for about $17.95.
The book "certainly will have a
lot of strength in the South," Ms
Slezak said, "but we look at it not
so much as a regional title but as a
national title "

McDonald to lose
position with the
Jefferson schools
if spot turned down
FRANKFORT. Ky. 1AP I —
Former state Superintendent of
Public Instruction Alice
McDonald will no longer be an
employee of the Jefferson County
school system if she turns down a
job teaching social studies in the
district.
Jefferson County Superintendent Donald Ingwerson said the
leave McDonald was granted
while in Frankfort also will be terminated if she does not accept the
position.
McDonald is within two years of
becoming eligible for the 27.year
teachers' retirement approved in
the 1988 legislative session
McDonald, who could not be
reached, has not yet accepted the
position, spokesmen at the Jefferson County schools said.
Many who know her feel that she
would prefer an administrative
job in Jefferson County or a position in Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's
administration.
•
She was not offered an administrative job with the county
schools, Ingwerson said.
If she accepts the job offered,
she would teach social studies to
junior and senior high school
students at Jefferson County's
school for pregnant girls and
young mothers, the Emerson
Teeri.age Parent Program
McDonald would be paid the
regular teacher salary for someone with her education and experience level — which was
$33,287 this school year, said
Rande Swann, public information
officer with Jefferson County
schools.
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by
John P. Comer
National Commander
The Amerkan Legion
Memorial Day 1988 is a time for Americans to reflect on the past
as-we look to the future It is a time for us to remember and honor
those Americans w ho died in service to our nation . It makes no
difference when or where these gallant men and women served. hut
that they served when called.
Since the beginning of our nation, more than 200 years ago,
Americans have answered the call to service. Service to the nation is
the highest form of praise and honor we can make to the Constitution
and our freedoms.
As Americans. we have honored our servicemen and women on
Memorial Day since 1868. We know the price of freedom is high and
we understand thJt to honor those who died in service to the country is
not only proper, but much deserved. Without the unselfish service of
millions of Americans since the Revolutionary War we would not
enjoy the freedoms we have today.
Memorial Day is a time to reflect on those freedoms and on the
sacrifices of the men and women who fought. and died, to keep the
torch of liberty burning brightly As a nation we asked them to serve.
As a nation we must honor their service. As a nation we must.
remember their sacrifices.
It is our duty as Americans to insure their service does not go
/ unnoticed. It is our duty to honor these men and women by carrying
'
- --ron the -traditions of- service-16 NS'na11611. This -Memorial -Day 1988
muctlx-a-spct ial mile bp honor those gallant herorstifyiurmilitary_wh.o.sacx , their lives so all Americans could he free.
We cr• n pay no greater tribute to their service than that of honoring
their memory and sacrifices while at the same time rekindling a sense
of pride that. as Americans. IA,t! live in the greatest nation on the face
of the earth_
Memorial pay is the day for all Americans to honor those men and
w‘imen v. ho paid the ultimate price.to preserve our freedom

Agree Or Not B.%
A fact legislators and the public
should not let slide into limbo is
the possibilities of a special session to adjust an adopted budget
that almost everyone agrees is
inadequate
The legislature agreed to in
taxes for education
primarily and human resources,
but the governor hung with his
campaign promise of no increase
and threatened a veto if the
legislature made any increases.
My memory doesn't recall any
special session on just one topic.
Others are generally put into the
call as a means of justifying it.
One that the legislators should
keep uppermost in mind is to
broaden the election process to include a double primary if no candidate gets a majority of the vote
cast in the first primary.
In discussing this subject not
long ago, a professional Democrat
politician said he isn't sure now
that unification of his party is the
best thing for Kentucky when considering the predominance of that
party.
He pointed out that there were
always bitter primaries under the
ole two-faction system, the Tom
Rhea and ('handler factions. They
almost always got back together
to fight the republicans in
November. The Republicans
would elect a governor about
every 20 years. That was when the
losing Democrats joined the
Republicans in the fall.
In the laA three gubernatorial
primaries, the winning Democrat
has received about 30 percent of
the primary vote in a large field.
This has enabled a candidate to
spend a lot of money in a short
whirlwind campaign and come out
top vote getter.
Under the two primary system,
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the two top vote getters would run
in a second primary to see which
would represent the party in
November.
There are a few other Ideas
worth considering for a special
session.
While on this subject of
popularity and importance to our
adapted scheme of life, let's take a
look at the news of higher education that seems to be predominationg the news pages today.
Indiana basketball coach Bobby
Knight has hit about every sports
page in the country. as well as
television and radio, for a remark
he made on television that would
have been more suitable for a stag
party.
Of course you'll find that group
that wants him to resign while his
supporters seem to be louder and
more vociferous and want him to
stay. His opponents are asking the
university president to ask Knight
to resign, while his supporters are
asking the president to resign.
News reports indicate Knight was
offered about $1 million in salary
and other perks to go to the
University of New Mexico.
Over at the University of Kentucky sophomore basketballer
Rex Chapman has notified Coach
Sutton that he will not play his last
two years at Kentucky, but is turning pro where the big money is. He
probably will make more money
in two years as a pro than he would
in a lifetime as a scholar. The fans
are yelling for him to stay and the
coaches want to keep him.
If a president of a college
resigns, he will make three or four
paragraphs in the news for a day
or so and is forgotten. His salary is
In the thousands while the coach
draws millions. Now do you
understand why tall boys aren's
interested in books?
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In Chicago, there is an alderman named Ernie Jones. He made
news recently by saying that
female cops take too many days
off because of their "minister
periods."
I'm not sure who was more confused and offended — the
policewomen or their ministers.
Now ,Jones has turned his peasized intellect to other pursuits —
art criticism and constitutional
law.
Jones was one of the black
Chicago aldermen who took it
upon themselves to yank a painting out of the School of the Art Institute because it offended them.
By now, most Chicagoans know
the story. A student-artist thought
it clever to draw the late Mayor
Harold Washington in women's
undergarments.
Why did he do this? Who knows?
Why did Warhol love Campbell
Soup cans? Why did Van Gogh cut
of his ear? History tells us that
many artists are kind of weird.
This young man's painting was
exhibited at a private — I repeat,
private — display at the school. It
was part of a showing of works by
graduating seniors.
Someone called black alderman, who spread the word among
his colleagues and everybody went
berserk. Several rushed tolheArt—

Institute — probably for the first
time — to seize the painting.
But fearing that the students
might splatter them with paint,
they backed down and had the
police confiscate the painting for
them.
The police justified the seizure
by saying that a painting of the
late mayor in female undies might
incite black citizens to riot.
Actually, if anyone was inciting
to riot, it was this handful of alderboobs. Only the students and faculty knew about the foolish painting
until the alderboobs started yelping about it.
There certainly were no reports
of blacks milling about the city's
streets, saying: "My man, have
you heard about the offensive portrait of Harold at a private showing in the School of the Art Institute? Shall we show our
displeasure by going there and
trashing a monet or two?"

As I said one of the aldermen
who took part in this art raid was
Jones. I single him out because I
find certain parallels between that
painting and this alderman.
Jones says the painting was offensive, and I agree with him.
However, many policewomen
told me they found Jones offensive
for saying they stay home for the
"minister periods," and I agree
with them, too.
Jones clearly believes that if a
painting is offensive to a segment
of the population, it can and should
be taken to jail.
Then why wasn't Jones taken to
jail when he offended a segment of
the city's population?
If anything, I find a painting far
less offensive than an alderman. A
painting is nothing more than an
inanimate object. You just hang it
on a wall and it stays there. Some
Chicago aldermen are inanimate,
too, but you can't handle an alderman that way, although it would
be fun.
Name me one painting that has
ever taken a kickback. Has a painting ever upped your taxes? Has a
painting ever put its idiot cousin
on the public payroll?
So here you have this alderboob
Jones, sitting in the legislative
branch of one of the great cities of

the world, and what does he babble about? The "minister periods"
of policewomen.
The least one might expect is
that he go to the dictionary and
find the correct word. (In fairness
to Jones, some observers insist
that he said the women missed
work because of their "minstrel
periods." I doubt that. It's been
decades since minstrel shows
have been seen in Chicago.)
But I digress. My point is that it
is not the job of aldermen to go
around snatching paintings, as offensive as they might be.
Chicago aldermen should be
content with their traditional role
of snatching votes, or seizing
gratuities for city contracts, zoning changes and license fixes. If
they would work at their own art
more diligently, they wouldn't
always be getting caught by the
feds.
Some civil libertarians fear that
the picture-snatching might lead
to other forms of illegal censorship by the alderboobs. As a concerned liberal said: "What is to
stop them from going in book
stores and libraries and seizing
books they don't like?"
That's possible. But it would
take more effort than seizing a
painting. They'd have to find someone to readthe books-to_them.

Indian burial grounds protected by law

The most recent session of the Kentucky
General Assembly passed a new law concerning the desecration of Indian graves or other
burial sites in this state.
Prior to the passage of this bill, those artifact hunters who loot Indian burial grounds
could only be charged with a misdemeanor —
that is, maximum of jail time as opposed to
prison. This has caused special problems for
prosecutors insomuch that once the offenders
had done their damage and left the state it
was almost impossible to have them extradited on a misdemeanor to stand trial.
The new crime is classified into two
degrees.
First of all the intentional excavation of
human remains "for the purpose of commercial sale or exploitation" would be a felony,
carrying penitentiary time from one to five
years.

The second degree of simply causing
destruction of such sites would remain a
misdemeanor. There are also many other
types of misdemeanor offenses to include
criminal mischief that will carry misdemeanor penalties.
The old law, which remains a second degree
protion of the new, carries the penalty of a
misdemeanor, that is, up to twelve moths in
jail. It remains in existence and a person may
be punished and convicted of desecration of
venerated objects if they intentionally
desecrate any public monument, or object, or
place of worship or burial. This crime also
covers the desecration in a public place of a
national or state flag.
The desecration of graves has long been a
serious problem in Kentucky. First of all,
because of inadequate protection, ancient
burial sites have been the target of profiteering and looters by artifact seekers.
But there is probably more monetary
damage done to the sporatic and regular
destruction of more recent graves by
youngsters defacing or breaking tombstones
and other types of grave markers.
The new felony crime, as well as the old
misdemeanor offense in regard to venerated
objects and burial sites, can also be read
together with our criminal mischief sections

of our criminal law.
Criminal mischief is the intentional or wanton injury or, destruction of any property
whether real of personal, public or private.
For criminal mischief to be a felony, however,
the damage done to the property must be
$1,000 or more. In the damage done to burial
sites, tombstones, and markers the amount of
the damage is not an issue. Any desecration at
all is sufficient.
The legal definition of desecrate is "defacing, damaging, polluting or otherwise
physically mistreating in a way that the actor
knows will outrage the sensibility of persons
likely to observe or discover his action." .
Of course the main problem with the prosecution of persons guilty of desecrating and
damaging burial sites and markers is the
detection and apprehension of the
wrongdoers. In most instances the violations
are committed at night and at remote rural
areas of the state not normally frequented by
the public. All too often the only evidence of
wrongdoing is the appalling and disheartening
wreckage which is found the morning after.
A philosopher once said that one can
measure the advancement of a civilization by
the way it treats its dead. At least our making
the desecration of ancient burial sites a felony
offense speaks well of us as a people.

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Jeffrey Gregory Satterwhite, 17,
senior at Calloway County High
School, and Paula Kay Mason, 17,
senior at Marshall County High
School, died May 28 from injuries
sustained in a traffic accident on
Kentucky 564 about one-half mile
south of Gob.
Mack and Mary Baines and
Heather and John Blame were cochampions of Belles and Beaux
Golf Tournament at Oaks Country
Club.
New officers of Murray High
School Band are James Harrison,
Kevin Allbritten, Dana Mansfield,
Beth Taylor, David Jones, Matt
Burke, Sheri Crafton and Mark
Hussung.
Twenty years ago
Frank Albert Stubblefield won
the nomination of Congressman
for his sixth term from First
District. Boyce Clayton was
elected as commonwealth
attorney.
Beverly Paschall, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Paschall is
valedictorian and Jan Cooper,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R.L.
Cooper, is salutatorian of 1968
graduating class of Murray High
School.
Pvt. James T. Greer, son of Mr.
and Mrs. 'Clint Greer, is serving
with the United States Army near
Pleiku, Vietnam.
Thirty years ago
Specialist Third Class Garland
A. Davis is serving with 216th
Field Artillery Battalion in
Germany.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Thoms H. Gibson, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Clark, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Rob Roy Erwin and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
R.G. Henson.
"Hail fell in much of the county
the night of May 28 with torrential
downpour of rain," from column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray"
by James C. Williams.
Forty years ago
Jacqueline Sharbrough Is

valedictorian and Marion
Copeland is salutatqrian of the
1948 graduating *lass of 36
members at Murray Training
School.
Calloway County Terracing 4-H
Club Team composed of Swann
Parks and Gene Summers from
Lynn Grove won first place in
district demonstration at
Paducah.
Grace Helen Cole and William
Howard Slade were married May
15 at Lexington.
Fifty years ago
Pictured are the aiplane and
persons featured in the first airmail transport plane ever to carry
mail from Murray. This city sent
out nine pounds of air mail on May
19 consisting of 300 pieces, according to Murray Postmaster H.T.
Waldrop
Martha Lou Barber, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Barber, is
valedictorian, and Clara Nell Cunningham. daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Oakland Cunningham, is
salutatorian of 1938 graduating
class of 36 members. Graduation
exercises were May 27.
Bessie Thurman, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Galen Thurman, is
valedictorian, and Helen Hire,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Charles
Hire, is salutatorian of the 1938
graduating class of Murray Training School.
Fire on May 19 destroyed the
home of Herman Doran on North
Ninth Street. R.H. Hood owned the
home.
Nannie Burkeen, Laura Jeannette Curd, Pat Carson, Donald
Crawford, Fay Murdock, Buddy
McDaniel and Tasnella Hopson
will represent Calloway County at
Junior 4-H Week at Lexington,
June 6-12.
H.E. Wall Jr. is developing a
new subdivision on Elm Street between South Seventh and South
Eighth Streets.
A feature story on Old Salem
Church, written by Edward
Freeland, is published this week.
Laymon Neale and Carney Hen-

don, clerks at Murray Postoffice,
attended the Kentucky Federation
of Postoffice Clerks' Convention in
Somerset, May 29-30.
An ice cream supper was held
May 28 at Herbert Lamb's place
near Blood River School.
Sixty years ago
Voline Pool won the Pontiac
Sedan which had been offered as
first prize in this newspaper's circulation campaign. Mrs. Rafe
Jones won second prize, a Ford
roadster; Mrs. T.O. Baucum,
third, an RCA radiola; Emily
Bowden, fourth, a bedroom suite:
Mrs. Mermon Howard, fifth, a kitchen cabinet.
Mrs. William Mason of Murray
and G.P. Ordway of Kuttawa have
been appointed as members of

Murray State College Board of
Regents by Kentucky Governor
Flem D. Sampson.
Eleven nurses were in commencement exercises of William
Mason Memorial Hospital School
of Nursing at First Christian
Church on May 22. Dr. William H.
Mason gave an address on
"Education" and also presented
the diplomas.
Marriages announced this week
include Marion Kennedy to James
R. Daffin, May 20.
Two Broadway plays, "Tammy" and "Smilin' Through," and
the lecturer, Dr. Hilton Ira Jones,
will be featured here during the
city's annual Redpath Week which
opens June 21.

QUALITY PROFESSIONAL DRY CLEANING

Skirts
$1 29
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Expires 6/1 /88

Any Length
Drapes

50*

pleat
Through The Month
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Shirts

One HOUR
DRY
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Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-9525
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hangers or folded. Bring in
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Gott, M.D.

Precautions
make sense
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My dentist is
competent, a friend in whom I have
great confidence, and gay. He does
not wear gloves, as he says he "loses
touch." I don't want to offend him, but
I don't want to get AIDS. How do I
handle this situation?
DEAR READER: This is a touchy
situation in which you will have to
rely heavily on the good relationship
you have developed with your dentist
over the years. A striking majority of
dentists now use protection when they
work. This is to avoid contracting

blood-borne diseases from patients.
Although you are unlikely to get
AIDS from your dentist during regular professional activity (even Ow
has the disease), I think you would be
prudent to insist-that he wear gloves
during any dental manipulation or
cleaning. Without referring to his sexual orientation, you could diplomatically state that you would feel more
comfortable if he wore gloves because you are concerned about the reported incidence of blood-borne
eases associated with dental work. If
he is a sensitive practitioner, he will
comply with your wishes.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband had
an intracerebral aneurysm about a
year ago. He's now started back at
work and is smoking again. What
would cause the aneurysm?
DEAR READER: An intracerebral
aneurysm is a weakened, bulging portion of an artery within the brain. If
the aneurysm leaks blood or ruptures,
stroke can result. Aneurysms are
probably due to a genetic defect in an
artery, but they may be caused by
high blood pressure, too.
You don't mention whether your
husband's aneurysm has bled. If it has
not, he probably should be considered

for a surgical procedure or for a new
procedure called `stereotaxis radiosurgery,' in which a proton beam is
directed at the aneurysm to destroy
it.
If the aneurysm had bled, your husband should stop smoking and take
other suitable measures to reduce
blood pressure, if be is hypertensive,
in order to prevent further bleeding.
The precise cause of aneurysms is unknown, but the relation to hypertension is clear.
DEAR DR.(1OTT: At age 52, I had
to be circumcised because of an infection. In the six months since the operation, I have been unable to reach a
climax. Can you give me an
explanation?
DEAR READER: No, I can't. Uncomplicated circumcision should not
affect your sexual abilities. Ask your
surgeon to explain why you are having trouble.
If you have questions about MENOPAUSIZ you can get answers in Dr
Gott's new Health Report on the subject. Send $1 and your name and address to PO. Bar 91369, Cleveland,
OH 44101-3369. Be sure to ask for the
Health Report on Menopause.
ass. rorwsps.pcs 1174TERPRM ASSN

Tana Martinez graduates with honors

-

Tana Marie Martinez, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Simon Martinez
III of Phoenix, Ariz., graduated
Friday, May 13, from Arizona
State Univerity,-Tempe, Ariz.
She received her Bachelor of
Science in Criminal Justice with a
special emphasis on Juvenile Coris- -a—member of

American Criminal Justice
Association.
This past semster she served an
internship for the Arizona Department of Corrections at Ironwood
Community Treatment Center, a
Halfway House for Juvenile Male
Offenders. She was also on the
Dean's List.
She is a 1984 graduate of
Bourgade Catholic High School,
Phoenix, Ariz. She currently is
employed at Pan American
Underwriters as a secretary in
Tempe, Ariz.
Tana will be attending the Correctional Office Training
Academy in Tucson in June, and
after the eight-week Academy will
work in one of Arizona's state

Oaks women
schedule events

Tana Marie Martinez
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OWES TO 60
Cheri Theatre Lobby

Because of the George Hart
Memorial Invitational Golf Tournament at Murray Country Club,
the ladies of Oaks Country Club
will play a golf scramble on
Wednesday, June 1, at 9:30 a.m.
Hostesses will be Mary C.
Lamb, 7534983, and Mary Alice
Garner, 753-3083.
Anyone desiring to play but not
signed up, may come and be
paired at the tee.
Bridge with Joyce Thomas as
hostess is scheduled at 9:30 a.m.
Winners of golf play on Wednesday, May 25, have been released
by Doris Rose and Pat McClain,
hostesses, as follows:
Championship flight — Laura
Parker, first, Sue Lamb, second;
First flight — Ada Sue Roberts,
first, Vicki Oliver, second;
Second flight — Tie, Irene
Woods and Anita Gallimore, with
Woods winning on count back on
card;
Third flight — Tie, Mabel
Rogers and Peggy Noel, with
Rogers winning on count back on
card;
Fourth flight — Florence
Hensley, first, Sally Ann Sawyer
and Linda Roach, second;
Pat McClain had a hole-in-one
on No. 3. She used a five wood.
This was her first hole-in-one
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Jo Burkeen, editor

prisons as a Correctional Service
Officer.
She is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John E. Williams and the
great-granddaughter of the late
Dewey S. Williams of Hazel and of
Mrs. Rafaelita Martinez and the
late Simon Martinez Jr. of Abiquiu, N.M.

Anniversary reception on Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Graham Feltner
will be honored at a reception in
celebration of their golden wedding anniversary on Sunday, June
5.
The event to be hosted by their
son, Jim Feltner and his wife, Linda, will be from 2 to 4 p.m. in the
Community Room of the North
Branch of Peoples Bank.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend. The family requests that guests not bring gifts
Mr. and Mrs. Feltner were married June 4, 1938 by Judge
McGraw of Cadiz. Their attendants were Irene Feltner Moore
and Huel Shelton.
Mrs. Feltner, the former
Geneva Walker, is the daughter of
the late -James Walker and
Florence Stegner Walker of Bumpus Mills Tenn.
Mr. Feltner is the son of the late
Ben Feltner and Minnie Shelton
Feltner of Woocllawn, Term.
They have two grandchildren,
Tammy Rogers and her husband,
Jeff, of Kailua, Hawaii, and Tim
Feltner and his wife, the former
Karen Brandon of Brunswick, Ga.
One great-grandson is Adam
Rogers of Kailua.

Mr. and Mrs. Graham Fattier

DATEBOOK
Reading program at library
Sandy Linn, program director for Calloway County Public Library.
announced the "Garfield" Summer Reading Club meeting dates as
follows: Wednesdays, June 1 through July 90, with the Pre-School group
meeting from 2 to 3 p.m. and the School Age group meeting from 3:30 to
4:30 p.m. The purpose of the Reading Club is to encourage reading and
to urge participants to read as many books on their grade level as possible. A short summary of each book read will be required, and a record of
all books read will be kept updated by the library staff. Mrs. Linn said.
"We have hundreds of great books to keep participants reading, and of
course we will be getting new books in the library during the Summer
Reading Program. Prizes will be awarded to the top readers in each program, and all participants who read five books or more will be awarded
an attractive certificate. For information of to register a child in the
Summer Reading Club. call the library at 753-2288.

Cunningham graduates
The Rev. Ricky Cunningham, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Cunningham
of Dexter, graduated with Summa Cum Laude honors during the annual
spring commencement exercises held at Mid-Continent Baptist Bible
College, Mayfield, on May 6. He and his wife, the former Celisa Curd,
have two children. Rev. Cunningham is pastor of Hardin Baptist
Church.

Audrey Brooks Oakley born
Mr. and Mrs. James Oakley of Rt. 2, Benton, are the parents of a
daughter, Audrey Brooke, weighing eight pounds eight ounces, born on
Tuesday, April 26, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is
the former Dena McClard. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Billy Oakley
of Hardin and Mr. and Mrs. Dwain McClard of Almo. Greatgrandparents are Mrs. Lois Oakley of Cadiz. Mr. and Mrs. F.B. McClard
of Almo and Mr. and Mrs. Bob Thompson of Benton.

Jason Harlan Faulkner born
Mr. and Mrs. James Faulkner of Rt. 1, Gilberts ville, are the parents of
a son, Jason Harlan, weighing five pounds 15 ounces, measuring 19 inches, born on Friday. May 6, at 4:43 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former Paula Wright. They have another
son, Jimmy, and a daugher, Christel. Grandparents are Paul and Helen
Wright of Golconda, Ill., and O.B. Faulkner and the late Pina Fulkner of
Metropolis, Ill.

Phebian Class to meet Tuesday
Phebian Swpay, School Class of First Baptist Church will have a
social on Tuesday, May 31, at 7 p.m. at the home of Betty Beaman, 1506
Johnson Boulevard. Opal Howard, class teacher, and Opal Ginner, class
president, urge all members, associate members and prospective
members to attend.

By Abigail
Van Buren

Husband Discovers Beauty
Is Mostly Mind Over Matter
DEAR ABBY: There is no I me in
this world I can tell this to but you.
My marriage was made in heaven
I have been married for 50 years to
a man who adores me. We are
financially secure and have a
beautiful family of children and
grandchildren
We keep strong lights burning
around our home at night --for
security reasons About a year ago,
my husband began wearing a
sleeping mask Naturally, I thought
it was because of the brightness of
our bedroom, but I learned differently. He wears it only when we
make love. He talks to me at this
time about how long and silky my
hair is and how firm my body is —
just as he did when we were first
married, when I was Is and he was
21.
When I questioned him about
this, he said he was "fantasizing"
and suggested that I wear a sleep
mask, too, so we could both pretend
that we are young again!
I can't do that. Abby. He Is twice
the size he was when we were
married — plus, he's bald. Also my
hair isn't long and silky now, it's
short and gray. And my body at 68
is far from firm. However, since he
started wearing the sleep mask, his
lovemaking has improved so much,
it's unbelievable.
Should I wear one, too?
PERPLEXED
IN PASADENA
DEAR PERPLEXED: Why
not? If a mask will enhance
your enjoyment as it has his, go
ahead and wear one.
•• •

DEAR ABBY: Thank you for
asking advertisers (and comedians)
not to ridicule the hard of hearing.
Last Easter, I received a beautiful
basket of fruit from my granddaughter. It was delivered by a local
florist. I was so pleased — until I
saw the card that came with it. On
the outside of the envelope containing the card was written: "She is
deaf, so please wait for her to
answer the door."
Abby, dear, it spoiled my day.
HURT IN PATERSON, N..I

DEAR HURT: To have written those instructions on the
envelope for the recipient to see
was insensitive. I hope you are
not blaming your granddaughter for the thoughtlessness of
the person who filled the order.
•••

DEAR ABBY. I have been a
telephone operator with the Bell
system for IS years, and I am
continually amazed at the conduct
of some customers ort.the telephone
I have had pelvic curse, burp,
yawn, cough, sneeze, chew and eat
while requesting a telephone number, and I have yet to hear the first
"Please excuse me, operator," or a
simple "I'm sorry."
This rudeness is universal One
would expect physicians, lawyers,
teachers. secretaries and other
professionals who deal with the
public to have better manners
Perhaps they have, but because
they can't be seen, they don't bother
to use them.
Telephone operators have to deal
with abusive drunks and perverts
who get their jollies by using
obscene language on the phone, but
we consider the source and carry on.
Although to some extent we are
computerized, we are still real
people manning those telephones,
and there is no excuse for such
rudeness. If this letter makes a hall
dozen people realize that telephone
operators are human beings with
feelings, then writing it will have
been worthwhile.
DISGUSTED
IN AMARILLO
DEAR DISGUSTED: I'm sure
you are not alone. Anonymity
does not justify crudeness. But
it certainly fosters it.
•• •

Is your social life in•slump? Lonely?
Get Abby's booklet, "How to Be
Popular" — for people of all ages. To
order. send your name •nd address,
clearly printed, plus check or money
order for 112.89 (1113.39 in Canadial to:
Dear Abby, Popularity Booklet, P.O.
Box 447, Mount Morris, III. 610M14.
Postage and handling are included.

Thls
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ENGLISH SOLE'S SUMMER SALE
ALL Dresses
ALL Skirts
ALL Shorts & Trousers
ALL Cotton Sweaters
ALL Knit Tops (excluding
ALL Java Wraps

Large Bar B-0
& French Fries

Off 30%•40%•50%
Off 30%040%
Off 30%
Off 30%•40%
Andean)

Off 20%
Off 25%

(Dresses — Plzysuits — Swimsuits — Peddle Pushers)
ON THE SQUARE • MURRAY

Wooks
Speckle!

$219
Special Good May 30-June 4

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho Is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers

Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045
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Corning community events listed
Monday, May 30
The Murray Ledger & Times
will publish an early edition today.
————
Calloway County Public Library
will be closed today for Memorial
Day holiday.
————
Parents Anonymous is scheduled to meet at 6 p.m. For information call 762-6862 or 762-6851.
————
Bible Class (nondenominational) is scheduled at 7 p.m. at
New Life Christian Center, east
side of courtsquare.
————
Murray Country Club will have
a Golf Team Scramble at 5 p.m. at
club.
————
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Masonic
Lodge, 1315 Main St., Benton. For
information call 759-4059, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Taxidermy
Show from 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
LBL Wildlife at 2:30 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center; Iron
Industry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m. at Homeplace-1850; Between
the Rivers and Friends from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center.
————
Administrative offices of Murray State University will be closed
today in observance of Memorial
Day Holiday.
————
Murray Postoffice will be closed
today.
————
Farmers Home Administration
will be closed today.

Monday, May 30
ASCS office will be closed today.
————
All city and county offices will
be closed today.
- ——
All senior citizens offices and
centers will be closed today.
————
Tuesday, May 31
Auditions for "Winnie the Pooh"
for children, grades 1-6 in fall, will
be at 4 p.m. at Calloway Public
Library. For information call
759-1752
Auditions for "The Servant of
Two Masters" for grades 7-12 or
college in fall, will be at 7 p.m. at
Calloway Public Library.
————
Events. at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
————
Summer hours will go into effect
in several areas on Murray State
University campus.
————
Registration deadline for Vacation Bible School for St. Leo's
Catholic Church and St. John's
Episcopal Church for June 6-10 is
today. Persons may call 759-1621
————
West Kentucky Private Industry
Council will meet at Executive
Inn, Paducah.
————
Cancer Support Group will meet
at 2 p.m. in board room of Murray
Calloway County Hospital.

4111 meet
at 2 p.m. in third floor classroom
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Tuesday, May 31
Mothers' Day Out will be at 9
a.m., Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.,
and Visitation at 6:45 p.m. at First
Baptist Church.
————
Phebian Sunday School Class of
First Baptist Church will meet at 7
p.m at home of Betty Beaman.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Between Rivers
and Friends hourly from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Iron Industry at 10:30
a.m. and 1 : 30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; LBL Wildlife at
2:30 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center.
————
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m. at 7
p.m. in Parish Center of St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
————
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
————
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
753-9303.
Senior citizens' activities will be
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
The Single's Organization Society will meet at 7 p.m. at Murray.
Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce_buflding. For information call Pain at759-111:16, Ken at
753-6935, Paul at 759-4415 or Sarah
at 753-0799.

11ednesday,June 1
George Hart Memorial Ladies
Golf Tournment will start at 9 a.m.
at Murray Country Club.
————
girl, Lynn Grove Apts. No. 15. /1

New babies and dismiSsals listed
by local hospital for last Thursday
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
1:Winty Hospital for Thursday.
May 26, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Pryor baby girl. parents. Tracy
and Irvin, Rt. 6, Box 76, Murray:
Gee baby girl. parents. Carlene
and Danny. Kt 1, Hazel
DilifIliSSILIS

Mrs. Mary Jo Bishop, Box 914,
Murray. Mrs. ha Mae Brown, 1200
Mimosa, Murray, Mrs. Nancy
Aldridge and baby boy. Box 134,
Puryear, Tenn..
Vernon Ferguson, Box 309. New
Concord; Mrs. Lavada Garland,
406 Sycamore St Murray.
Mrs. Melissa Ricker and baby

Lynn Grove: Mrs. Vonda Williams j
rj
r.
and baby boy, Rt. 1; Box 440, Springville, Tenn.:
Mrs. Blanch Finley. 824 South
Ninth St.. Murray: Ralph Lorenz.
Rt. 6. Box 234AB, Murray: Mrs.
Irene Bennett. Rt. 1. Almo:
Mrs. Zelda Cunningham. Rt. 1,
Box 436, Dexter; Mts. Willie Lane.
423 South Eighth St.. Murray Burton Gee, Rt. 4, Box 78, Murray:
Esba Collier, Rt. 1, Wing°. Mrs.
Lida Freeland. Box 252, Hazel:
Mrs. 'Verlena Alexander,
Park' Manor Nursing Home,
Fulton:

Mrs. Pauline Cooper expiredi
807 North 17th St Murray

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake
Ft )12 TI - F.SDAY MAY 31, 1988
ARIES
(Mar 21 to Apr 19)
The accent now is on distant places
and relations with in laws. Be wary of
unscrupulous goings-on in business
dealings keep costs in mind in
planning travel
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Yalr
You may have to tighten the belt
where expenditures are concerned.
Right now money may he a source of
contention with a close tie. Institute
economy measures.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Focus on what you want out of life.
The work It iad maybe pressing now,
and difficulties could arise with a
co worker Don't take Sonleone for
granted. Be appreciative.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Someone you meet now socially is
manipulative The accent now should
be on job interests and maintaining a
sensible health regimen Don't go
overboard partying tonight
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
A turning point is reached in
romance. Matters affecting a child
concern you now. Tension could
exist between a friend of yours and a
family member.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
You need to be on your toes
regarding career interests today A
proposition has strings attached, or
you feel pressures from competitors.
The evening is more ielaxed.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
etliS
Watch out for exorbitant interest
rates if signing loan papers. A neighbor plays an important role in your
life today. Shoppers are advised to be
shrewd now.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
It's hest to rely on your own
judgment in financial matters now.
Don't be talked into anything that
pews against your grain Maintain a
good credit rating.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec.21)
die
You may find yourself involved in a
power struggle of sorts. Don't let
resentments accomulate. It's best to

Wednesday,June 1
Ladies' events will be golf and
bridge at 9:30 a.m. at Oaks Country Club.
————
Meeting for this summer's
teenage volunteer program (TAV
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital
will begin with an
organizational meeting at 10 a.m.
in hospital's third floor classroom.
For information call 753-5131, extension 131.
———
Hazel and Willis Centers wiA
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
————
Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m.; Story Hour at
10:30 a.m.; Summer Reading Club
with pre-school at 2 p.m. and
school age at 3:30 p.m.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Between Rivers
and Friends, hourly from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Iron Industry at 10:30
a.m. and 1 : 30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; LBL Wildlife at
2:30 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center.
————
National Scouting Museum will
open today. Hours will be 10 a.m.
to 7 p.m. For information call
762-1383.
————
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Vacation Bible School Teachers meeting at 10
a.m.; Adult Education in Parish
Cente at 1.p,m.
————
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include Mid-Week Bible Study, RAs, GAs and Mission
Friends at 7 p.m.
———
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include prayer
meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs

speak your mind to those for wh4)rn
you care
CAPRICORN
(Dec 22 to.lan 19)
A new acquaintance is not quick to
warm up to you, and you may feel
that you're being put to a test in some
'way Escapist tendencies come to the
fore tonight
AQUARIUS
(Jan 2)) to Feb IS)
You may make a decision pertain
mg to a ju-oup ;tensity In business it
seems like a game of cat and Inotkie7
Protect your interests and be vigilant.
PISCES
*kw
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
soot
• A career matter comes to a head.
Someone won't take no for an answer
today, and you may feel imposed
upon in some way. Be closemouthed
tonight about business.
IF BORN TODAY you are good at
getting your ideas across to others.
You need to like your work or you'll
tend to drift. Try to cultivate sell
discipline and avoid making unnecOssary changes Fields such as writing,
reporting, advertising, broadcasting
and sales may appeal to you. When
guided by universal principles, you
make a valuable contribution tow
ards the betterment of men's minds.
You like to go places and do things,
but are at your hest when you
establish some roots. •

A

A

and RAs at 7 p.m. and Sanctuary
Choir at 8 p.m.
————
Cordelia Erwin Circle of South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
church.

Dr. Mark Malinauskas. the
Richards, dean of the Yale School
director of theatre at Murray of Drama, served as the keynote
State University and a professor in speakers for the conference,
the Department of Speech, Com- which was attended by approxmunication and Theatre, imately 2,000 theatre practitioners
presented papers at two recent from throughout the region.
regional conferences.
Malinauskas also attended the
At the meeting of the Southern Regional Honors ConSoutheastern Theatre Conference ference in New Orleans, La
in Atlanta, Ga., he spoke on the where he presented an overview of
use of signs and symbols in a fine arts honors course in theatre
translating the meaning of a text which is included in the Honors
or script to an audience. As a Program at MSU. The paper inres•u+t----frf----th is --re a ding-, cluded a curricular outline and a
Malinauskas has been invited to justification for a process approduce a scene for the newly proach in the study of theatre.
formed director's forum of the
Malinauskas earned the B.A.
Southeastern Conference. He will degree at King's College, the M.A
direct David Mamet's Red"Pony in degree at New Mexico Highlands
order to demonstrate the effec- University and the Ph.D. degree
tiveness of his theories.
at the University of Dregon.- He
Frank Rich, drama critic for the joined the Murray State faculty in
New York Times, and Lloyd 1978.

nave learning disabilities," she
explained. "In my work I've tried
to set up a model for future
research to determine whether
juvenile crime is a direct result of
such learning problems."
Miss Culliver, who joined the
Murray State faculty in 1987,
received her bachelor's degree
from the University of Baltimore,
her master's degrees from Coppin
State College and the University of
Alabama and her doctoral degree
from the University of Alabama

Higginson at workshop
7

Dr. Bonnie Higginson of Murray
State University presented a
microworkshop at the recent International Reading Association
(IRA) Annual Convention in
Toronto, Canada.
Titled "Putting the basal to
work for your students," the
pilsentation included methods of
improving the lesson plans provided with elementary-level
language arts textbooks (basals).
An assistant professor of

reading education, Mrs. Higginson
serves as coordinator of the Lear.
fling Center on campus.
More than 12,000 persons attend
ed the conference from among
60.000 worldwide IRA members.
Mrs. Higginson, who joined the
Murray State faculty in 1979,
received her bachelor's, master's
and specialists's degrees from
Murray State and her doctoral
degree in reading education from
the University of Georgia.

99/ LUNCH
SPECIAL

:1

2 Slices Of Clieest
P1773 • —

II

LARGE
.16" PIZZA

0
ii

•

99

el
el

Extra (Meese
plus 2 toppings of your choice

11

Dine In Or Pick Up Onli
• Expires 6-10-88

"Pizza — Pasta — Subs us
OM II=

mmmmm

Central Shopping Center (Across

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH

s-so

•Q J 9 8 5
QJ7
•9 8
4K J 9

WEST
EAST
•K 7
4A 632
IP 10 8 6 5 2
•93
When partner leads a long suit •J 6 4
•Q 10 5 3
against a no-trump game and you 4 A 7 2
+643
have no better suit of your own to
SOUTH
establish, it pays to join partner in a
104•
common defense.
•A K 4
West leads the heart five, dum•A K 7 2
my's queen wins and a low spade is
40 Q 10 8 5
led from dummy. What happens if
Vulnerable: Both
East plays a routine "second hand Dealer: South
low"?
The bidding:
West's spade king wins and a secNorth
East
ond heart goes to South's ace. An- South West
Pass
Pass
3+
other spade drives out East's ace, 1 NT
Pass
Pass
Pass
but with no heart to lead, East shifts 3 NT
vainly to a diamond. South wins and
Opening lead Heart five
knocks out the club ace, and the defenders get only three tricks.
LEAD WITH THE ACES
It's a different ending if East
5-30-B
alertly grabs his spade ace on the
South holds:
first lead of the suit. He returns
partner's suit and South wins his
4A Q 98
heart ace. West's spade. king is dis•K Q 6 3
lodged, but a third heart punch sets
•A J
up two long hearts for West. And
•J 10 7
since South has only eight winners
South
North
West
without the clubs, West gets the lead East
Dbl.
All pass
in time to give the defenders five 1 NT
tricks.
If South guesses to attack clubs ANSWER: Club jack. Make a pasbefore spades, he will make his con- sive lead. Declarer's plan will inditract, since East will not have a cate which suit you should attack.
heart lead when he wins his spade Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
ace.
123E3, Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for !vols._

(B

OONE'S
CLEANERS

Only The Best Is Good Enough!
Coupons Good May 31-June 2

--tsbir
s ts
7115-c-t- 5 for $3.80
'Please Present Coupon With Clothing

Skirts & Sweaters

9.70
'Please Present Coupon With Clot,

13th Main
Story Ave.

753-2552
Excludes Delivery

North 12th
Service 603 Main

ifts
for the
'tad
Remember when you
graduated and you
received a gift from a
friend or neighbor?
You felt very special!
So make a graduate feel
special with a gift from...

$599

15
el
el

II
11AM 312 M
Dine In Or Pick Up Only
• Expires 6- 10-88 I I

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.; Klaymata Supper at 6- p.m.:
Prayer meeting and Klaymata
Fellowship at6:30 p.m.; Adult
Choir at 7:45 p.m.
————

"It is always possible to bind together a considerable number of people
in love, so long as there are other
people left over to receive the manifestations of their aggressiveness."
— Sigmund Freud.

Dr. Culliver gives talk
Dr. Concetta C. Culliver of Murray State University discussed
links between learning disability
and juvenile delinquency at a re'cent conference in San Francisco.
An assistant professor of
criminal justice at Murray State,
Miss Culliver presented a status
report on her research at the 25th
annual conference of the Academy
of Criminal Justice Sciences.
"Studies show that 70 percent of
juveniles arrested and adjudicated in the United States

Wednesday, June 1

THE ACES ON BRIDGE®

°Lessor gives- papers

The Only REAL Italian Pizza"

IMP

Wednesday,June 1

INS

From FASU Sto it,,”)

759-9600

A

li
Chestno
Weil°
elb
•••••
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In times of peace... in times of war... men and women of
the armed forces have stood ready to protect our ideals of
democracy. We will not forget their heroic deeds, for they
were done in the name of freedom. We cannot forget their
loyalty, for it gave their stru::4 e meaning, and kept this
nation strong. And we must not forget them, for they gave
their lives so that this nation might live. On Memorial Day,
let's pay grateful tribute to those who lived, and died so
courageously for their country.

(Please Note: An attempt has been made to obtain a
complete list of Calloway County's war dead. If any
of our war dead are not listed here, please call the
Ledger & Times and their names will appear on the
next- Mem-06211)w along- with the heroes fisted
here.)
************************0*
I

World War I

rr************************a

Robert Hart
Henry Cunningham
Carney Dunn
Holland J. Cole
Fred Sherman
011ie James "Pat" Clark
Ira Wade Creekmur
Herbert Cole
T.H. 'Tom' Cochran
•//**************************0

I Korean War
Bobby Gene Burchett
M. C. Geurin, Jr.
Clarence Grogan
Bobby Joe Thornton
Chester Leon Pritchett
Billy Burkeen

#***************************
3: Vietnam War *
..**************************.*
James Scarboroggh
Billy L. Laufrei
Gary Wilkinson
Larry Hosford
Dickie G. Keeler
Ronnie Colson
Billy Wayne Reed
Edwin F. Sholar
James L. Futrell
Richard Glenn Willis

**.
***************************************.
* World War II
•

0*• ***********************************

Albert Bradford Armstrong
Billy Ray Atkins
John Brent Bedwell
S. C. Byerly
Thomas P. Crawford
Codie Campbell
Alvin Calhoon
Parvin Cook
Coy H. Darnell
William H. Doran
Lewis Chester Dodds
Ruble Leo Dunn
Hugh Grey Erwin
Ordest Houston Erwin
Bailey Watson Dockery
Kyle Brooks Ferguson
William L. Edwards
Randall Griffin
Max R. Guthrie
Henry Clay Garland
James Max Grogan
Earl V. Grogan
Tommy Harris
Eugene D. Hutchens
Lilburn Van Huie
Carlis C. Hurt
Loyd G. Jodges
C. C. Hughes
Edward Hopper
Albert V. Hughes
Cody Jones
Herschell C. Johnson
Royce E. Jones
Orville Joseph Kuhn
Earl Knight
Troy lye, Lewis

Joe L. Lyles
Lex Lilliard, Jr.
James Talmadge Lovett
Ellis Cartelle Lassiter
Herman Maynard
Tom Moffitt
John Hugh Mason
Guy McDaniel
James F. McDougal
Newbern McCullar
Raymond McDaniel
William Thomas McCage
Gordon W. McCuiston
Preston Norman
Tom Olive
James Orville Osbron
James Knight Parker
James Ralph Pate
Daryl Parks
Herman Eddie Roberts, Jr.
Charlie T. Rowland
Keith Ross
Robert Lee Skinner
Rufus G. Stubblefield
Chester Emery Stafford
W. L. N. Simpson
In M. Smith
Hilton Stafford
David Ewing St. John
James Hafford Smith
Joseph Brown Wilson
Vernon Thompson
Leland W. Thompson
Edward West
Billy Ray Walston
Milburn Ray Wrye
Charlie Cooper

Let Us Remember
Them...Thir Deeds...Their Courage.
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Federal agents tracking `Gypsy,la troublesome moth
They call her Gypsy. Her real
name is Porthetria Diaper and she
came to the United States from
Europe several years ago. She and
her brood have done millions of
dollars in damage in New
England. And were it not for
federal agents tracking her every
move, they'd do the same here in
Kentucky.
She dresses in brown-trimmed
white "fur" and wears what looks
Like two scrawny little brown
peacock feathers on her head.
She's a bit on the stocky side. It's
her unruly offspring that really do
the damage. They are little. Then
again, so is Gypsy. She's about an
inch long. She's Gypsy Moth.
Mike Madryga is the federal
agent keeping tabs on Gypsy in the
state. He runs the Animal Plant
Health Inspection Service in Kentucky. He works for the U.S.
Department of Agriculture. He's a
fed who doesn't carry a gun. He
uses traps instead.
Although the job lacks the
Hollywood glamor and intrigue
associated with "enemy agents."
the effect Gypsy could have on the
daily lives of Kentuckians is much
greater than that of most of the
spies gun-toting CIA and FBI
agents track

About 50 percent of the jobs in
eastern Kentucky depend on
timber. Gypsy can devastate a
hardwood forest in two or three
years — a pine forest in a single
summer. For urban dwellers Gypsy doesn't cost jobs, she just
makes life miserable.
Harley Raney, an Extension Entomologist in the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture,
said Gypsy has killed all the red
oak and white oak forests of New
England. Gypsy moth larvae,
quarter-inch to inch-and-a-halflong, black caterpillars, eat the
leaves off trees — all the leaves.
"You can hear them. When a
Gypsy moth infestation gets out of
hand there are thousands of larvae
in every tree, and you can hear
them munching and crunching on
the leaves. You can sit on your
patio and listen to your oak trees
being killed," Raney said.
You can sit on the patio if it's not
underneath a tree.
"They're everywhere," said Pat
Dillion, a computer expert in the
UK College of Agriculture. She
speaks from experience, having
lived through an infestation in
New York. "They're all over your
yard, your car, the house ... you
can't sit on your porch and drink a
cup of coffee without having one

drop out of a tree into the cup. If
you take a walk you come back
covered with them. After a while it
gives you the willies," she said.
In addition to the "willies," the
caterpillars give a skin rash to
sensitive people downwind of a
large number of them. The wind
blows tiny, skin irritating hairs off
the caterpillars.
Albany, N.Y. once had to close
its water works for a week when
the system became clogged with
Gypsy moth caterpillars,"
Madryga said.
Each year Madryga set out 4,500
to 6,00 traps across a third of Kentucky. He does the western third
one year, the middle third the
next, and so one. This year he and
dozens of assistants are trapping
male Gypsy moths in the region
stretching form just west of
Louisville to just east of
Lexington .
"We hope we don't find any.
Even two mothes in a single trap
represent a great potential
danger," Madryga said.
The female Gypsy moth does not
fly, and she is the source of the
damage It's the slightly smaller,
all brown male that flies and is
likely to be caught in the traps
baited with a scent they find sex

Blue mold threatens tobacco
Already blue mold is rampant in
wild tobacco in Southeast Texas.
And already the Kentucky Blue
Mold Network officials are
monitoring its actlilty.
"So far we have not found any
blue mold in Kentucky tobacco.
but we will continue to monitor the
situation throughout the growing
season." said Don Hershman,
University of Kentucky Extension
plant pathologist who is coordinating Kentucky's alert system.
The fungal disease has probably
been present in the state for a long
time However, in 1979 the disease
exploded and the state's producers
lost some $50 million Subsequent
infections were less damaging
because farmers were better
prepared for the disease. -Her.
shamn said.
The blue mold network was set
up, Hershman said, to keep
growers alert to its development
and to advise them about how to
lessen the chances of an outbreak
In their field
"If we find blue mold activity in
Kentucky, or in states adjacent to
Kentucky. we will issue a watch to
growers to tell them to watch out
for the disease If widespread outbreaks seem imminent, we will
issue a blue mold warning," Hershman said
Both watches ana warnings will
be issued through the Department
of Agricultural Communications
at University of Kentucky. That
department will issue statements
to the media concerning the situation as it develops. Hershman
said
Farmers should monitor their
fields and plants beds for signs of
the disease Any suspected cases
should be reported to their county
Extension agent for agriculture at
once for positive idenfitication.
The agent will alert the network of
the disease presence, he said.
The disease can appear in plant

beds Plants become stunted and
will have distorted, yellowing
leaves, he said. In the field, the
disease first appears as small,
roughly circular patches of pale

yellow tissue on leaves. As the
disease progresses, the patches
turn bright yellow and finally they
turn bluish as the fungus
sporulates, Hershman said.

Murray Paving Co. Inc.
Specializing in all Types of Commercial &
Residential Asphalt Paving & Excavation

Protect Your Asphalt Investment
With Seal Coating & Crack Repair
Locally Owned & Operated
Here to meet your needs today & in the future.
810 Coldwater Rd.

Murray

753-0411

Eugene Hunt & Son Production Sale
Saturday, June 4, 1988

12:30 p.m.

At the Farm Near Camden Tenn.

ually attractive.
"Just one or two males in a
single trap means there may be
females nearby laying thousands
of eggs which will hatch into tree
devouring caterpillars the following spring," Madryga said.
The only outbreak found in Ken.
tucky in the past 10 years was in a
suburb of Louisville. One person
moving to Louisville from New
England, where he had experienced a Gypsy moth outbreak, flatly
refused to consider buying a house
in the area when he learned Gypsy
moths had been captured nearby.
He said he'd move to another state
to avoid the caterpillars. ,
The Louisville outbreak k‘ems
to be under control this year.
Ideally, the entire state would
be monitored every year, as is
done in many states, Budget con-

For More Information, Contact:
(901)584-5463,(901)586-2566, (901)584-2147
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difference of several acres of
trees. In an urban setting it could
mean the survival of an entire
neighborhood of trees," Madryga
said.
The chances of an outbreak getting severly out of hand in Kentuky have been greatly reduced by
a computer program Dillon
developed. The program allows information from traps throughout
the state to be gathered and
tabulated th Louisville on a daily
basis. The system is bieng tested
this year.
Gypsy is out there, seeking to do
extensive damage, but she's not a
secret agent anymore.
"We've got her under close
scrutiny. With this system we
have the capacity to identify and
react to problems a year earlier
than in the past," Madryga said.
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Farm Located 9 miles North of Camden
Just off Hwy. 641 North.
(Watch for Signs)
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straints, however, allow for only
one trap every four square miles
in a third of the state each year.
Moreover, retrieving the traps,
identifying the insects in them,
and determining what areas may
require attention to prevent or
control an outbreak, takes time. In
fact, it usully takes form one summer to the next spring to collect
and interpret all the information
gathered from the traps. That
means an infestation could be well
underway by the time Madryga is
able to take action to stop it.
Being able to get data from the
field to the state headquarters in
Louisville where it can be
tabulated and interpreted on a daily basis could mean the difference
of a year in reacting to an
outbreak.
"In a forest that could make a

—
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Muskgrow leads locals with 'win,
place and show' finishes at state
Murray girls shatter school relay record
By DANIEL T.PARKER
Asst. Sports Editor
Competition at the state championship track meet proved to be
as simple as 1-2-3 for Calloway
County junior Erica Muskgrow,
who claimed a first, second and
third place finish in Lexington on
Saturday to boost CCHS coach
Stephanie Wyatt's hopes for a
team title next season.
Muskgrow's results provided
the only state championship
among local athletes, although the
Murray Lady Tiger 800-meter
relay team of Ann Greenfield,
Yolanda Greenfield, Julie Bazzell
and Jennifer Parker literally shattered the school reeord in their
second-place finish during the lA
competition and Calloway senior
Mark Henderson equalled his and
the school's record leap in the pole
vault, also finishing second.
Muskgrow, meanwhile, worked
her way to the top. She finished
third by an eyelash in the
100-meter dash, posting a 12.76
time to the 12.75 by Kim Peters of
Bourbon County and the winning
mark of 12.10 by Bobbie Jefferson
of Paducah Tilghman.
-It was really close," Wyatt
said of the finish, noting that the

Roy Cothran and Sheri Lamb (left) fired a 126 to win the championship flight at the Oaks
Country Club's
Belles and Beaus tourney Saturday and Sunday. Larry and Paulette Smith won the first flight
with a 137.
statf photo by (lay %alter

Cothran, Lamb 'iron. out problems
to reclaim Oaks tournament crown
Local duo teams up for third title in four years
By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
With the largest field in the
history of the oldest couples
golf tournament in the area, it
seemed only appropriate for
the most familiar winning
twosome to bring home top
honors.
Roy Cothran and Sheri Lamb
blistered the Oaks Country
Club's course for a 126 and first
place in the championship
flight of the annual Belles and
Beaus Golf Tournament on
Saturday and Sunday. The winning pair has won three of the
past four tournaments, having
its string broken last year.
Cothran and Lamb were
followed closely by Jerry and
Vicki McCleary, coming in at
127. In fact, Cothran conceded
that had it not been for some
brilliant iron play, the McClearys may have walked away
with the title.
"We didn't have anything going as far as biries," Cothran
said. "But we chipped in for
eagles and over the last six or
seven holes, Sheri started put.
ting and we were able to make
it out."
A chip on Saturday and three
more on Sunday helped the
team overcome the final day's
shaky start on the greens.
Johnny Quertermous and
Mary Bath had little trouble
with consistency. knocking
down two rounds of 65 for a 130
that tied them with Johan

Tanum and Vicki Singleton.
who carded rounds of 66 and 64.
for third place.
Other flight winners included: Larry and Paulette Smith.
firing all and 66 for a 137 to win
the first flight: Homer and
Karen Branch, who put followed a 73 with a 66 for a 139 total to
win the second; Jerry Wade
and Calloway eounWS-Sheby
Morgan, scoring a 78 on Saturday and a 65 on Sunday to win
the third at 143: Clarence and
Adrianne Berry used a 78 and
69 to score a 147 and first place
in the fourth flight: and Steve
and Virginia Steele shot an 80
and 72 to share the fifth flight at
152 with Billy and Sue Jordan
who fired a 79 and 74.
The top seven golfers of each
flight brought home prizes. In
the championship flight, Lee
Canter and Carolyn Howard
were fifth at 131, Johnnie and
Beverly Wallin had a 133, as did
Tim and Teresa Garland.
Steve and Denise Seltzer
were second in the first flight at
138 while Jerry Chumblen and
Carolyn Caldwell, Alan and
Mary J. Park and Walden and
Kathy Morris tied at 139. Bill
Hayes and Dot Arnold, Charlie
and Martha Ice. Mike Jeanie
Morgan and Johnny and Teri
Lamb had 140s.
Jerry and Rosati Johnson
had a 141 to finish runners-up in
the second flight, as David and
Jan Crider tied Jerry and Martha Farmer for third at 142

J.P. and Laura Parker and
Jerry and Reda Watkins had
143s and Bill and Mickey
Blackburn, James and Susie
Thomas and Chuck and Donna
Robertson had 145s.
In the third flight. Charles
and Hilda Jackson, Vernon and
Betty Childers. Charles and
Virginia Dillon and Rand& and
Cardlyn -Gibson WeiiaIr knotted at 145. Delmar and Burlene
Brewer, Truman and Donna
Whitfield, Terry and Gwyn Petty, Prentice and Lou Darnell
and William and Sharyl Kobler
had 146s.
Joe and Mrs. Joe Edwards
scored a 148 for second place in
the fourth flight, just ahead of
Wallace and Helen McKelvy
and 149, while Harry and Linda
Sandusky shot a 150. Joe Warren and Martha Barnett were
at 152 and Chuck and Shirley
Hinrichs, Ted and June Ahten.
Jim and Millie Robinson and
Rudell and Isabel Parks came
in at 153.
In the fifth flight, Mike and
Dea Walsh and Billy Vassar
and Paula Greer shot 153s fr a
third-plate tie. Mike and Debbie Cathey, Bobby and Shirley
Wade and Rick and Debby Sutton finished at 154. Gene and
Valera Brooks and Clis and
Irene Woods shot 155s.
This year's tournament
brought in 144 couples for its
largest field ever, according to
tournament director Charlie
Hargrove.

ONO
Erica Muskgrow

judges ruled in favor of Peters for
second place based on the Accutrak photo of the finish.
In the 400-meter dash,
Muskgrow blazed out a record
time of 58.64 behind Michelle
Wilson of Bullitt County's winning
mark of 57.67. Muskgrow's time
erased her own school record of
59.2 set the previous week during
sectional competition.
Muskgrow then ended the day
by claiming the victory In the long
jump event, winning by 4 1.2 inches

Harper puts mistake behind him;
Dallas back in series with Lakers
By The Associated Press

DALLAS - Four years ago. Derek Harper's mental lapse cost the Dallas Mavericks a chance to beat
the Los Angeles Lakers in a key playoff game..
On Sunday, he got his revenge.
Harper scored a career playoff-high 35 points and
had no turnovers in 39 minutes. leading the
Mavericks to a series-tying 118-104 victory over the
Lakers in Game 4 of the NBA Western Conference
finals.
"I certainly wasn't thinking about four years ago
out there today. but I'll never forget about it as long
as you guys keep asking me about it." Harper said.
In a 1984 playoff game against the Lakers. Harper
held the ball for the final six seconds of regulation
time, thinking his team led by one point. The game
actually was tied - and the Mavericks lost the game
in overtime and the series 4-1.
thought they'd heard the last of me but I
didn't go out and jump off a building." Harper said.
"I put it behind me."
The series returns to Los Angeles for Game 5 Tues.
day night.
The Mavericks shot the lights out in the first halt
hitting 61 percent of their shots, but still trailed Los
Angeles 57-56 at halftime thanks to Magic Johnson,
who scored the Lakers' last seven points of the half.
But Harper took over in the third quarter, scoring
14 points - including a three-point play that tied it at
77 and a 3-point shot that put the Mavericks ahead for
good at 80-77.
The Lakers, who scared only 18 fourth-quarter
points in losing Game 3, wilted in the stretch for the

second straight game as Dallas ran off a 15-4 charge
in the fourth quarter Sunday that helped turn an 89-87
lead into a 105-94 bulge with 3 48 left.
"We had breakdowns and their shooting was excellent," Lakers Coach •Pst Riley said "Dallas is
showing what they are all about.
We played well for 311 quarters and then we
disentegrated They dominated the boards at the end
and we couldn't stop them "
The 'Akers, outre bounded 62-40 in Game 3, held a
26-13 halftime rebounding lead Sunday But the
Mavericks ended up with a 45-42 lead for the game,
including a 22-5 edge in the final period
"They've done a great job on the boards,'-7 Laker,
center Kareeea-Adbul-Jabbar s-aid.—They've been
consistent and persistent, They've definitely made it
tough on us to get second-chance baskets."
Johnson, who finishid with 28-p
—aihti71ielit-the
kers_in_the game .until_the_faltrth,quarier Dallas
surge.
"They were hot ahd hitting their shots. that's the
story," Johnson said "They were coming after us
like I knew they would Derek Harper played extra
well today.
"He ran their offense solidly and hit a bunch of important shots against some pretty good defense"
Mark Aguirre scored 26 points for the Mavericks.
hitting five straight baskets in the fourth quarter
-They were doubling me when I got the ball so I
basically put myself up as a decoy." Aguirre said "I
got the ball ove o the guards and they did a good
job. But in the last
• minutes, I had the opportunity
to go."

Piniella steps down from front office
NEW YORK ( AP - Lou
Piniella says he no longer is
general manager of the New York
Yankees. George Steinbrenner,
however, won't admit it.
Piniella said Sunday morning
that friction with manager Billy
Martin was part of the reason for
his resignation. On Sunday afternoon, Piniella said Martin had
nothing to do with it.
Bob Quinn, the team's vice
president for baseball operations,
is the new general manager, according to Piniella. No he's not.

Mears joins elite with third Indianapolis 500 victory
Confusion over
second caused
by yellow'lags
By STEVE HERMAN
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS - Rick Mears
now owjas three Indianapolis 500
victories - one for each driver
who finished second on Sunday.
Mears, the fastest driver ever to
qualify at Indy, struggled with
early handling problems, then
waited patiently for the right moment and blew untouched through
a multimillion-dollar demolition
derby.
At the end, it wasn't even close.
Confused, certainly, in parLbut
not in whole because of the yellow
flag fever that afflicted the race
from start to finish
Only seven other drivers ever
won the world's most famous race
three or more times.
First, the 400,000 or so at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway were
(Cotai'd on page 9)

-

Who's on first
For a look at this weekend's
results and tonight's pitching
match-ups, check the Scoreboard.
The Cardinals-Braves summary is
on page 9.
said Steinbrenner, through a
spokesman, at least not yet.
It was another day of palace intrigue for Steinbrenner's Yankees,
for whom Piniella's resignation or non-resignation - turned into a

Locli I

r1(1;“ '4 Indianapolis 500 to win his
AP photo

coast.to-coast drama. Piniella
was in New Jersey. Steinbreriner
in Florida, Quinn in New York and
Martin in Seattle None of their at
counts matched
Piniella said he decided to quit
in a meeting with Steinhrenner
last Monday and that he would remain with the Yankees and work
on special assignments.
Piniella has been rumored as a
possible manager for the
Philadelphia Phillies, Kansas City
Royals and California Angels

It

The George Hart Melinorial
Golf Tournament, originally a
medal play, has been changed
this year to a two-woman
scramble Sixty-six teams of
the tri-state area will tee off
Wednesday at 9 a.m., at the
Murray Country Club.
Betty Lowry, this year's
chairman, is assisted by
Ethelene McCallon, Sue Brown
and Rainey Apperson.
The women and their starting
tee times for the shotgun start
are as follows:

(lents driver Rick !Wear%
r144.(i frof11 the 33-car field that st,irivfl
third Indy championship in a (.110a flag ridden race.

over LaRue County's Schoene
Thomas. Muskgrow's championship jump of 17 feet, 7 ;
4 inches
surpassed the previous school
record of 17-7 II set in 1986 by Marcia Grimes.
Wyatt noted that Muskgrow's
previous experience at the state
level helped her deal with conditions as well as the competition.
Wyatt said the long-jump pit at the
Shively Field track on the University of Kentucky campus can intimidate high school athletes who
aren't used to the narrower fault
board and the wider distance 13
feet ) between the board and the
start of the pit area.
"It looks even farther, but Erica
was used to it from last year,"
Wyatt said. "Some people see the
distance and worry about just
making that: it made Erica go
even farther because she knew she
could make it."
The decisions accounted for all
of Callow ay's 24 points and left the
usually-cool Muskgrow showing
her feelings, Wyatt said. "It's the
first time I've seen her excited,"
she noted.
But if Muskgrow was excited, so
was Wyatt. who will welcome the
((ont'd on page 9)
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Daly remains cautious of Celtic comeback
Pistons lead Eastern finals 2-1
By The Associated Press

PONTIAC, Mich. - Detroit Pistons coach Chuc.k Daly is so wary of the
Bostotreetticsf never-say-die spirit that he's not even sure four victories
will be enough.
"I'm afraid that if we win four games, Commissioner (David) Stern is
going to declare that we have to win five to beat these guys," Daly said
Sunday.
The Pistons led the best-of-seven NBA Eastern Conference finals 2-1
going into today's fourth game at the Pontiac Silverdome.
"I know for sure that their best effort will come in the next game," Daly said. "It's the game they have to have."
Daly said the Pistons can't afford to be too confident against the
Celtics, who are trying to reach the NBA championship series for the
fifth consecutivc. year. Detroit has never been to the finals.
"The Celtics are like the woman in 'Fatal'Attraction,- Daly said.
"She was shot in the chest and was under water for five minutes, but she
was still dangerous."
Daly said Larry Bird, despite missing 37 of 57 shots in the series, is the
most dangerous Celtic.
If Boston wins at Pontiac, Daly said, "then Bird can say to us, 'You
had your opportunity.' like he did in Atlanta. I don't want our guys to
hear that."
Bird's three-game slump fueled a persistent rumor that he has
mononucleosis or was tested for the illness, but he said Sunday that he
feels fine. It's been just a week since he scored 20 points and made nine
of 10 shots in the fourth quarter of Boston's seventh-game playoff victory

over Atlanta.
"Larry looks fine to me, more rested than last year, Daly said. "He's
just waiting to have a big game. He's capable of 30 or 40 points any time.
Just look what he did in the seventh game against the Hawks."
Isiah Thomas, Detroit's leading scorer in the series with a 27.3
average, agrees with Daly.
"There are two types of people," Thomas said. "There are people who
struggle and have a hard time overcalling it. And there are people who
struggle and when they overcome it, you better run. Larry is the latter."
But Bird, who was 6-for-17 in Boston's 98-94 loss on Saturday, isn't the
only slumping Celtic.
Bird has made 35.1 percent of his shots in the series, Dennis Johnson
37.2 percent, Danny Ainge 40.5 percent and Robert Parish 44.7 percent.
The bench is averaging just 11.7 points per game.
"We've been down before and came back to shoot well," Bird said.
"We just have to take the same shots we have been and hope they start
falling."
Bird said the Celtics will continue to rely on Kevin Mc Hale, averaging
29.8 points and hitting 62.7 percent from the field against the Pistons.
"Our best option is to get the ball to Kevin if he is in the right position
in the post,- Bird said. "But me and Robert and Dennis and Danny have
to score more or we can't win.
"The Pistons have nobody who can guard Kevin. He has a mismatch
no matter who is guarding him. If he keeps hitting the way he has been,
we have to keep going to him."
Reminded that he is the only Celtics starter who is not shooting poorly.
McHale laughed and said, "If I have to take 60 shots to win, I'll do it."

Muskgrow leads.••
_„_._(Cont'd from page ti)
Lady Laker sparkplug back next
season to lead a group that must
replace only iwo senior athletes.
"We've got a very young team,"
Wyatt said. "I'M really looking
forward to next year."
In other state meet events:
• The Murray High 800-meter
relay team clipped three seconds
off their previous record of 1:51.95
in the event, sweeping along the
track in 1 :58.98 to finish second to
Danville's 1:56.5.
The same girls finished third in
a very close 400-meter relay
event, as Danville claimed the win
in 51.24 with Madison second at
51.43 and the Lady Tigers third in
51.95
• Henderson's record-tying
leap of 13-6 in tip 2A boys' pole
vault matched the winning
distance, but Henderson took second on number of misses Nathan

Brown of Russell claimed the title.
• Defending state champion
Fred Jones of Calloway County
was unsuccessful in his quest torelain the title. Jones' leap of 21-3 %
was good only for fifth place, with
the winning leap of 22-1 34 belonging to Corey Williams of Bourbon
County.
• Murray's Jim Hornbuckle
posted a third- and fifth-place
finish in his two jumping events.
Hornbuckle, a junior, cleared 44-8
14 in the triple jump to place third
behind the winning leap of 47-11 of
Bardstown's Tyrone Graves.
Hornbuckle then went 6-2 in the
high jump for fifth place, with
Damon Tignor of Oneida Baptist
winning the event at 6-7.
• Murray High's Ann Greenfield added individual points to her
efforts as a member of the Lady
Tiger relays. Greenfield was third
in the girls' IA long jump event,

clearing 15-9 It while Michelle
132-5, almost 24 feet farther than
Ray of Ballard Memorial won the
the second place finish and nearly
event at 16-8.
26 feet more than Garland's school
• Calloway County junior Mike
record of 106-7.
Bomarito added points to the
Paducah Tilghman crushed all
Laker effort with a sixth-place
competition for the team title in
finish in the high jump, clearing
the 2A boys' meet, amassing 90
6-1. Tom Noe of Fort Thomas
points to second-place Russell's
Highlands won the event easily
50. Calloway was 12th with 11
with a leap of 6-10 %, nearly four points with Fort Campbell 13th at
inches higher than hie- closest ----competition.
In girls' 2A team competition,
• And Lady Laker sophomore
Fort Campbell edged Paducah
Cynthia Garland literally found
Tilghman 44-40 for the state
herself fenced out of the discus crown. Calloway's 24 points lifted
finals. Trying to adjust to the the Lady Lakers into ninth place.
presence of fences along the vecIn the lA team battles, Danville
tor line boundaries, Garland hit swept the field with an 82-46 win
the fence for faultsron her first two over runner-up Bardstown in the
qualifying tosses, then failed to boys' events and a 63-57 decision
qualify for the finals with her third over Providence in the girls'.
throw. Julie Magrane of Rowan
Murray was tied for 17th in the
County, sister of St. Louis Car- boys' standings and ninth in the
dinal pitcher Joe Magrane, won girls' team race with point totals
the event with a sterling throw of of eight and 20 points respectively.

seventh Indy victory, sixth in 10_
years, fourth in five years: a.1-2
finish, Mears and Unser.
Mears' part was never in doubt.
It wasn't the fastest of his 11 Indys, but it was perhaps his best in
a race in which 10 of the first 12
dropouts were victims of crashes.
A record 14 times for 67 laps, the
race was slowed by yellow caution
flags,%theolast still waving at the
finish, arid Mears' winning speed
of 144.809 Mph was the slowest by

a winner in seven years.
Unser was third, followed by
Michael Andretti, Bobby Rahal
and Crawford.
Even those standings were unofficial until today's posting by the
U.S. Auto Club. That's SOP for
Indy.
The early yellow flags kept
Mears, 36, close, even when he
dropped far behind the leaders,
and at the end the yellow kept him
in the lead after he found the right

Atlanta's Nixon convinced DeLeon is ready
Cardinals dump Braves 3-1
ATLANTA 1AP I - Whitey Herzog says Jose DeLeon has a
chance to become a good pitcher
Russ Nixon is convinced DeLeon
already is
Those were the assessments
after DeLeon pitched a four-hitter
for 8 1-3 innings to give Herzog's
St. Louis Cardinals a 3-1 victory
over Nixon's Atlanta Braves
Sunday.
"He pitched very well," Herzog
said. "He went after 'em pretty
good today. He's had about four
real fine games for us. He's got a
chance to be a good pitcher."
DeLeon. acquired in a trade last
February with the Chicago White
Sox, came within two outs of
throwing his first shutout since
blanking the Chicago Cubs when
he was with the Pittsburgh Pirates
in 1984.
He carried a three-hit shutout into the ninth, got the first batter but
then grooved a 3-2 fastball to
Albert Hall, who hit his first home

Imea I sports

Park League
teams battle
In Friday night Park League action, Moose Lodge downed Mountain Valley Spring Water 11-3 as
Gabe Ward connected for three
hits. David Todd singled, doubled,
tripled, Micah Cathey doubled and
tripled, Ben Geurin and Nathan
Hughes had two hits apiece and
Bill Hornbuckle, Jeremy White
and Joey Woods added doubles.
In a losing cause, Brandon
Jones, Titus Bennett and David
Perlow tripled. Matt Harris had a
double.
Thornton Heating and Air whipped Tress Lumber 16-6 as Markise
Foster nailed two triples and Danny Cross doubled and tripled
Chris Wetmore doubled and singled and T.J. Fikes and Amanda
Murphey each doubled.
Jeremy Smith had a pair of
doubles for Treas. Mitch Ryan
tripled and Ryan Pickens doubled.

the Braves
The Cardinals took a 2-0 lead in
the first on Tom Brunansky's RBI
run of the season over the rightsingle and Bob Homer's sacrifice
field fence
"I wanted him to hit the ball, fly, a pop-up in shallow right field
that second baseman Ron Gant
and, he sure hit it," DeLeon said.
dropped
for an error, allowing
"I just didn't want to walk
Horner to reach first.
anybody."
DeLeon threw 98 pitches. He
The Cards added another run in
walked one and struck out eight.
the fifth on Jose Oquendo's single
Ken Dayley got the final two outs
and stolen base, a single by Vince
to claim his second save.
Coleman and a run-scoring infield
"I needed that one." DeLeon
grounder by Ozzie Smith.
said. "I was fortunate enough to
St. Louis had opportunities to
spot mylastball and get my breakturn the game into a rout, but had
ing baver for strikes. I wasn't
three runners thrown out on the
trying to overpower anybody."
bases - one at the plate, another
"Every time I've seen that son
getting trapped off first and the
of a gun pitch, he's been
other attempting to steal.
phenomenal," Nixon said. "Lord,
"They ran into some outs," Nixhe's got some good stuff. When I
on said.
was at Cincinnati we faced him
twice and we didn't get any hits
"We made a thriller out of that
until the eight or ninth innings. He -one," Herzog said. "We just made
has tremendous stuff and he was a lot of mistakes."
sharp today."
It was the Cardinals' 11th victory in their last 13 meetings with

As independent agents, we're
committed to deltvenng full
value in protection and servoce
to all our policyholders Including concerned assistance
when a claim occurs
Call us today

bawl
Purdom Thurman
& McNutt Insurance
407 Map* Southsde 753 4451
Ct Sq

State Auto
insurance
Companies

SCOREBOARD

111

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency."

David King 901 Sycamore

753-8355

Baseball
AMEASCAN LEAGUE
East ~Man
W
L Pet. GB
New York
32
15
681 Cleveland
30
18
625 2%
Detroit
566 4
28
19
Milwaukee
521
26
7%
23
Boston
23 22
8
511
Toronto
21
28
429 12
Baltimore
10
38
208 22%
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
Oakland
34
14
706 Minnesota
24
22 522 9
Texas
24
23
511 9%
Kansas City
22 26
458 12
Seattle
21
28
429 13%
Chicago
20
27
426 13%
California
19
30
388 15%
Saturday's Games
Chicago 3. Toronto 2
Oakland 7. Boston 1
Milwaukee 2. Cleveland 0
Kansas City 8. Texas 6
Minnesota 5. Detroit 2
California 5. Baltimore 0
Seattle 6, New York 1
Simany's Gamin
Milwaukee 7, Cleveland 2
Toronto 4, Chicago 2
Minnesota 6, Detroit 3
Kansas City 1.2, Texas 1
Baltimore 3. California 2
Oakland 5. Boston 4
New York 7, Seattle 3
Illeaday's Games
Kansas City (Lelbrandt 2-7) at Cleveland
(Swindell 9-1)
Texas
Russell 3-0) at Minnesota
1Blyieven 3-4
Milwaukee I Higuera 3-3 ) at Toronto I Clancy 2-51, oi)
New York Dotson 5-11 at Oakland (Welch
Boston (Clemens 7.2) at Califorrila I Petry
2-31. (n)
Baltimore ( Tibbs 2.1 ) at Se,attle (Langston
Only games scheduled

Boston at California. (n)
New York at Oakland.(a)
N &MN AL LEAGUE
East EMMA=
L Pct. GE
W
New York
82
15
681 Pittsburgh
29
19
404
3%
St Louis
26 13
7%
521
23 14
Chicago
4319 9
Montreal
72
24 re78
Philadelphia
18
27
400 13
Went Division
W
L Pct. GB
Los Angeles
27
18 600
Houston
26
20
545
San Francisco
14
25
490 5
Cincinnati
2320
479
San Diego
17
31
354 11%
Atlanta
15
30
333 12
Saturday's Games
Montreal 3, Los Angeles 2, 10 innings
Philadelphia 4, San Francisco 3, 10 innings
Chicago 14, Houston 7
Pittsburgh 5, Cincinnati 2
New York 5, San Diego 1
Atlanta 2, St. Louis 1
bmday's Games
Los Angeles 2, Montreal 1
San Diego 6, New York 3
Philadelphia 4, San Francisco 2
St Louis 3, Atlanta 1
Piltaburgh 4, Cincinnati 2
Houston 7, Chicago 1
Pittaburghliddlikr
(Drabe
'sk4
thmnes
4) at A flanfa
P Smith 14)
Cincinnati (ft.Rotdsmosi 24) at Chicago
(Lancaster 34)
(martbsea
llim Franc1000"). )
aMotim 54) lit Montreal
(a)

a'".

(-11an
Rawlethiligky 341.(s)
11111111.
4*rillia4.442611
(Darling
Los Angeles
54).s
44) at New York
(a

(De
Stahaies
. Laula
3-2)
(,CarPardir
(n)
1-0) at

NBA
NBA Playoffs
Conference Finals
(BestoiLseven.)
Saturday. May 28
Detroit 98, Boston 94, Detroit leads series
2-1
Sunday. May 39
Dallas 118. L.A. Lakers 104. series tied

Woodsy, May 99
Boston at Detroit
Tuesday, May 31
Dallas at L.A. L.akers
Wednesday,Jane 1
Detroit at Boston
Thursday,Jam
LA Laken at Dallas. 9 p.m

901 S. SYCAMORE
setup for his Chevrolet-powered
Penske racer, the same one in
which he set a four-lap qualification record of 219.198 mph two
weeks earlier.
"The car just went loose and
couldn't run fast enough to keep
up," Mears said. "We had to survive until we could get it running
the way we wanted it."
Mears lost his pole-position advantage to another Penske teammate, Danny Sullivan. at the very
start of the race.

Basketball

Miller camp
is June 20-24
Murray High School head
basketball coach Cary Miller's
youth basketball camps have been
scheduled foi4- June 20-24 at M:HS,
Miller has reported.
The camp isufor boys who will be
in grades 3-6 in the 1988-89 school
year and will stress instruction in
basic basketball fundamentals.
Cost of the camp is $35. All
campers will receive a camp t•
shirt and awards will be presented
to the outstanding campers.
Sessions are to be held daily
from 9-11:30 a.m.
Applications are available at
Murray High School. For more information, contact Miller at
753-8974 or Murray High School,
753-5202.

fULL
VALUE

goo
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Mears joins elite with third win.:.
(l'ont'd from page 10
told that Jim Crawford - was second Then, they were told that
defending champion Al Unser was
second. Finally. three hours later,
the few still around were told that
Emerson Fittipaldi was second,
that he hadn't illegally passed in
the pits after all and that his twolap penalty was rescinded
At one point. Mears' car owner.
Roger Penske, thought he would
go himself one better for his

MONDAY, MAY 30, 1988

We would like to thank all our customers
for making this a very successful year for
us. We invite everyone to stop by for a
FREE PEPSI & A PIECE OF BIRTHDAY CAKE!
Wed., June 1st & Thurs. June 2nd

Oil Change, Filter and Lube

Only $1.3•50(5

qts

753-8355

Pre-Owned Car Sale
Our used cars with less than 100,000 miles and newer than
80 year model with our 3 month or 3,000 mile warranty.
"We Sell The Best, Wholesale The Rest"
We will furnish the previous owner's name and phone
number for your convenience.

GM Program Cars
Save Up To $8,000
1988 Cadillac Bro., white, blue leather, factory
warranty
1988 Cadillac Bro., tan, leather, factory warranty.
1988 Cadillac Bro., gray, leather, factory warranty.
1988 Cadillac Bro., white, blue cloth, factory
warranty.
1988 Pontiac Grand Am, blue, 4 dr., factory
warranty
1988 Pontiac Grand Am, white, 4 dr factory
warranty.
1987 GMC Jimmy 4x4, Gypsy Pack, factory
warranty
1987 Buick Riviera, red, factory warranty.
1987 Buick Century Limited, 4 dr., factory warranty.

LOCAL USED CARS
1987 Mercury Topaz SL, one owner, factory
warranty
1987 Chevrolet Cavalier, one owner, factory
warranty
1987 Pontiac Sunbird, one owner, factory warranty
1987 Pontiac STE, sunroof, loaded, co. demo, factory Warranty
1985 Olds Delta 4 door. one owner, low mileage. 3-3
1985 Buick Riviera, low miles, one owner, 3-3
warranty
1985 Ford Tempo, high miles, low price.
1984 Olds Toronado, low miles, sunroof, one owner,
3-3 warranty
1984 lsuzu Impulse, extra sharp, loaded, low miles,
3-3 warranty
1984 Olds Ciera, 4 dr., good miles, sharp, 3-3
warranty
1984 Buick Century, 4 dr., one owner, med. miles
1984 Buick Regal 4 dr., one owner, low miles,..3-3
warranty
1984 Pontiac STE, good miles, 3-3 warranty.
1983 Buick Riveria, low miles. Bose system, one
owner, 3-3 warranty
1983 Cadillac Eldorado, low miles, one owner, 3-3
warranty
1983 Cadillac Coupe DeVille, low miles, local, 3-3
warranty
1983 Cadillac Fleetwood Bro., Special $6,000.00
1982 Buick Sky Hawk, 4 dr., high miles, cheap.

TWO DAYS ONLY!
Remember to Register for
$25.00 FREE Gas given away every week!

WEST MAIN CHEVRON
1417 Main St.

753-2593

PURDOM MOTORS, INC.
"Satisfied Customers Are Our Maul Concern"
OLDSMOBILE-PONTIAC-CADILLAC -BUICK
1 300 Hwy. 121 Bypass

Murray

753-5315
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through
Friday. Call Murray. Experience in
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31. Want to Rent
30 Birds' homes
SIN
LE Campus Mini
32 - -Pan Alley
12
12
14
StPI needs 3 bedroom
33 Succor
home. Prefer close to
35 Tyrone of
campus. Lived in last
filmdom
1111
Id
ill
residence 7 years. $250
39 As far as
price range. Need by
40 Pedal digit
June 1, 1988. 753 9786.
41 Either
44 Washington
32. Apts for Re.nt
bill
OR Rent 2 Furnished
46 English
streetcar
apartments. Both are
nice, clean and close to
48 Poems
49 Weaken
Campus. S135/month
and S165/month. Call 50 Frozen water
/53-7276.
51 Greek letter
52 Mature
LARGE Furnished one
54 In music,
bedroom, $700 per
high
month. Air conditioned,
55 Falsehood
gas heat, carport. 804
Coldwater Rd., near
58 Mineral
spring
University. Call 759-4577
day, or 7510800 night.
59 Near
M R -Cal apts. Nor
ttrwoocl Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
Now renting. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
62
II
"
759-4914.
IS your money earning
12%? It could be safe and
secure. Yes, 12% paid
monthly. For more
information, write:
P.O. Box 371, Benton,
KY 42025. Give name,
address, phone number,
amount you have loan to
loan. Limited time
offer, Murray!
LIQUIDATION Sale
All equipment 10% over
cost. All in stock parts
20% off. Cash sales only.
Stokes Tractor, Industrial Road. Call 753-1319.

200 lM15-1311111713317,

Do people
really
read
the
classifieds?

Yes. In
fact, you're
reading
them
right
now!

HOSPITAL INSURANCE
Age 40 To 65

If Your Company Has Raised
Your Rates, Please Call Us Immediately For A Price Quote.
We Represent 7 "A" And
"A +" Rated Insurance Companies. If You Are In Average
Health For Your Age, We May
'Be Able To Save You Several
Hundred Dollars Per Year,

753-1916

$99

FOR

CALL TODAY
Jerry McConnell Insurance
753-4199

- -

you.

t
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CLASSIFIEDS
32.Apts for Rent

aNE

Bedroom apart PERFORMANCE

ment, carpeted, fur
fished, private parking
All utilities included
$175 a month, deposit
and lease required. No
children or pets. Single
occupancy
Now
available. Call 436 2755_
ONE or Two bedroom
apartments near down
town Murray Call 753
4109 or 436 2844
REMODELED Fur
nished 4 room apart
ment Low utilities!
S160/month rent $160
deposit Call 753 8835.
TAKING applications
for Section 8 Rent
Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3
Apply Hiildale
BR
Apts , Hardin, Ky
Equal Housing
Opportunity
Two Bedroom apart
ment available after
June 1st No pets Call
753 0521 or 753 9475

TWO

Small apartments
on Blood River Water
front lots, $75 per
month Call 436 2427
VERY Nice 1 or 1
bedroom apartments
fully furnished, near
campus Also, 3 bed
room house for rent,
nicely furniihed near
campus Call 753 6111
ldays) 753 0606
(nights)
33

37. Livestock-Supplias.__441._Lots for Sale

Rooms for

Rent

Tested Simmental and
Maine Anjou crossbred
service age bulls. Only
the very top perform
ance bulls offered for
sale All bulls health
tested and guaranteed
Broadbent Farms,
Cadiz, KY 42211 (Day)
(502)235 5182, (Night)
(502)235 5170.
SIMMENTAL and
Simbrah bulls. Per
formance & semen
tested. Excellent qual
ity. $650 & up Cadiz,
Ky. 522 8794.
0 Arabian Geldings.
One well trained, one
untrained. One Chest
Also,
nut, one Bay
Triggs 2 horse trailer
with dressing room
Call 437 4667.
Pets Supplies

38

AKC 13-AS5ETT Hound
puppies Long ears, sad
faces Buchanan, TN
901 644 9108
AKC REGISTERED
Persian, red Tabby
male cat, 2 years old,
neutered, declawed
Call 75.3 0747
CHINESE Shar Pei
Puppies and Stud Ser
vice $350 S450, Terms
Available Call 901 247
5250
YORKIE Pups Beau?'
ful AKC Registered 1
1/7 pound sire, had
shots and wormed 247
1373. Mayfield, KY

AVAILABLE June 1 for
women, either or both
Summer sessions $175
per month Furnished,
including otalities Just 4 3 . Real Estate
off campus Call 436 BEAUTIFUL Lake
1399 or 153 8265
home, private corn
munity, Panorama
34 Houses for Rent
Shores. Private boat
1 BEDROOM brick with launching Two bed
pool 518 S 6th St $375 room, 1 bath, living
plus deposit Call room and kitchen 22.
000 BTU air conditioner,
492 8755
BEDROOM home Easf energy efficient. Corner
side of Murray 2 sleeping lot Serious people can
rooms upstairs Available call 436 5355.
Credible
now $400 per month Call BOB Haley
Knowledgeable
Easy
753 5980
ELEGANT 4 bedroom, to Work With Call him
at 489 7266 or Roberts
_2 I . 2 bath, brick
Custom drapes, stove Realty 753-1651.
and refrigerator fur BUSINESS Property
nished
Central gas for sale by owner 1303
heat Full basement for Chestnut adjoining col
storage $475 month lege Building with 5
rent $475 deposit Call apartments and busi
ness front Large lot for
753 8835
1,
410E 2 Bedroom„ stove. future development 10,
_refrigerator, disposal. 000 below appraisal
in Murray References. Call 615 262 0300
Sale Good rental
Married
deposit
property, four apart
couples only, 492 8594
THREE Bedroom house ments, 1 block from
in the country Adults campus $40,000, call
preferred no pets Call 753 1203
kOPPERUD Realty
753 9866
TWO Bedroom House, offers a complete range
appliances furnished, of Real Estate services
$275 month Call 753 with a wide selection of
quality homes, all
1863 or 436 5656
TWO to Three Bedroom Prices 753 1222, toll free
homes in town for Rent 1 800 251 HOME Ext
Call 753 4000 4sk to talk 7 1 IL for courteous,
competent Real Estate
to JUDY JOHNSTON
serv4ce We make buy
ing & selling Real
36 For Rent or Lease
Estate easy for you
Rent or Lease LAKE Properly at
2,900 sq ft at 800 S 4th bargain price. 8 X,38. 2
St Will ient all or part bedroom trailer on ap
Call 759 1164 after 5P M
proximately 100'X150'
RENT to Own a Heavy lot Septic, deep well
Duty Washer and with pump, storage
building and deck, near
Dryer, $18 per week
Call Movie World at Bloodriver, $5,000 314
471 616,3 or 314 471 1675
753 4663

FOR

rop

37

Fop

Livestock Supplies

sale Registered
Polled Hereford bulls
ready for service. Also
younger bulls. Rex
Robinson 901 247 547.

44

Lots for Sale

CHOICE Lots for Sale
Johnny Robertson Rd
City water, natural gas,
underground utilities.
Size 125 X 250 753 5870.

STAFF
ACCOUNTANT
Regional Medical Center, a 401 bed
teaching and referral hospital is seeking a
highly motivated individual for the position of
Statt Accountant in the Financial Under's
Department with its newly expanded computer installation Duties include Special Accounting Projects, Financial Statement
Preparation and Financial Analyses
Bachelor's Degree in Accounting is required
Experience in a health care or a related field
and microcomputer experience is preferred
We offer a competitive compensation and
employment benefit package
Please submit a resume to

Staryia Knight
Personnel Specialist
Regional Medical Center
Hospital Drive
Madisonville, Ky. 42431

WEIGHT CONTROL
PROGRAM COORDINATOR
Murray Calloway County Hospital has on
immediate opening for a registered dietician to coordinate a multi-disciplinary
medically supervised, weight control program. Some prerequisites: behavioralcognitive psychology background preferred, but not required; excellent communication, management and teaching skills. For
more information contact:
Richard Starts
Personnel Director
803 Poplar St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
302-733-5131
Ext. 113

Mirrray Ledger & Times

49. Used Cars

60. Used Trucks

KENTUCKY Lake Lot
1985 FORD Tempo, 4 1974 DODGE 13-100 Pick
12x60 Mobile Home, door, blue inside and Up, bronze gold color,
septic, well, lot goes to Out, automatic, A/C, 87,000 actual miles. V 8,
TVA survey line, 60,000 miles. Call 492- automatic, p.s., 3 ow
$16,500. 442 1770 or 4,
42
ner, bought new in
8884, 54,150.
3632
1985 MUSTANG LX, Murray. 759-1758
TWo Adjoining Corn
black with red interior, 1975 CHEVY Shore
mercial Lots for sale. tilt, cruise, AM/FM Wheel Base, step side,
Just North of Murray stereo, p.s., p.b., air, V 8, new rubber, p.s.,
City Limits near Scott's 24,000 miles, extra p.b., $1,000 or best offer.
Grove Baptist Church. sharp. Call 759 1543 or Call 753-0742.
Lot totals ap- 753-0509.
1976 DODGE 4x4, 3/4 ton,
proximately 9/10 of 1986 BUICK LaSabre 360 4 speed, New
acre. $25,000 Phone LTD. 24,000 miles, Wrangler radial tires.
Kopperud Realty, 753
loaded. Call 753 5279 51000. 753-7161.
1222.
after 5P.M.
1984 CHEVY Custom
1985 SS Monte Carlo, Deluxe, 4 wheel drive,
45 Farms for Sale
triple burgandy with short wheel base, p.s.,
)25 ACRES including t -tops, fully loaded, p.b. Call 753-0947
about 60 acres of crop
reclining seats, V•8, 1985 NISSAN 4 X 4 King
land. Marketable tim
28,000 actual miles. Cab Sport Truck. 36,000
ber, 2 creeks, good Sharp car. Call 759 15,4,3 miles, loaded. Call 753building sites, black top or 753-0509.
5279 after 5P.M.
road. P.0 Box 656, 1986 CHEVROLET 1986 FORD
Ranger Pick
Murray, Ky. 753 7531.
Cavalier, 2 tone blue, Up, automatic transblue inside, tilt, cruise, mission, A/C, p.s.,
46 Homes for Sale
AM/FM stereo, p.s., extra clean, 24,000
COUNTRY Cottage. 4 p.b., air, 27,000 miles. miles. 1983 Buick Regal,
bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths, Extra nice. Call 759-1543 4 door, p.s., p.b.. A/C,
sunporch, carport, or 753-0509.
52,000 miles, 1 owner,
garage/shop Fenced 1986 FIERO SE, fully extra clean. Call 753
back yard Garden spot. loaded, moon roof, 6349
About 5 miles from black with grey velour
Campers
Murray. (502) 435 4298 interior, multi port V-6 51
evenings/weekends.
engine, 30,000 actual 1975 AIRSTREAM, 31
FIVE Bedroom home in miles. Call 759 1543 or foot, rear bath, excelCanterbury, has kitchen 753-0509.
lent condition, awning
with breakfast room,
all around. 759-1839
large den, living/ din
days, 753 0114 evenings.
mg room, large utility
1984 TOYOTA Motor
room with lots of storHome, 20', low mileage.
age,--Rec Room, and -216-18 mpg. New radials
1/-2: -baths Fenced Oft-Roof air, sleeps 6. Good
backyard with deck and
condition. Must sell
warty 01 Orkrnar & Falco)
(FOr
,
storage building $110,
Call 474-238A4 or 474 2796.
000 Call 759 1509
)8 LARK 5th wheel
FOR Sale by Owner : 1
camper, located at Iron
bedroom house with
Hill campground over
central--heat and-. a4r
looking Leisure-Cruise
newly redecorated, in a
Bay on Lake Barkley
New & Used
quiet neighborhood 20
(502)825 3469.
GM
Executives
8
X 30 block building used
52 Boats -Motors
Program Vehicles
for a shop also on the
lot Call 492 8575 or
HOUSEBOAT,
16
1101-I41-3100
492 8158.
aluminum hull, 115 HP
Hwy. 79 W. - Pads
THREE Bedroom home
Evinrude, 1983 model
12 miles East of
Sleeps 6, all the extras
1987
FinD
Taurus
GL,
Murray Good well, 2
Call 502 436-2813 or 601
loaded, 58,500. Also, 868 2916
sleeping rooms up
Station
1982
Impala
stairs, on about 3 1/2
acres. $50,000 Call 753 Wagon, $1,250. Call 53 Services Offered
753 0321
1203
Al ENTERPRISES of
JUST in time for Sum
tering brick and block
mer vacation, Pretty driveway and
47
Motorcycles
patio
Blue 1987 Cap-rice work. Carpentry
1978 HO4DA Goldwing
Work
Classic 9 passenger of all
phases. Also,
Custom seat, good con wagon Real nice car.
natural and LP gas
dition
Also, 14'
Average retail $10,750. work Free estimates.
Aluminum Boat, 7 1/2
Desperate to sell for 436 5355
HP motor Call 474 8056.
59,500. 753-0662
1978 HONDA 175 XL,
TIED HOT bargains! A 1 TREE
2,200 actual miles. Good
Service and
Drug dealers' cars,
condition, $375. Call
stump removal Your
planes_re
_boats,
753 0339
possessed. Surplus. professional tree ser,
1981 650 HONDA, good Your area. Buyers vice. All types, remocondition, 1,400 miles_ Guide. I 805 687 6000, val, topping, feeding.
Call 759 1959 after 5P.M
Free estimates. 50'
Ext S 8155.
bucket truck and Chip'
1985 HONDA 700X, good
per. Call 753-0906.
condition, $650 1942 50 Used Trucks
Model Case Tractor, 1949 CgEVY Plck Up
CE Lawn Services:
5.500 Call 437 4950
Truck, 3/4 ton, $300. Mowing,_ Landscaping,
any type of yard work.
19115 HONDA Rebel 4513, Call 474-8813.
Call 492-8650.
adult driven, garage
1948 DODGE 4x4, 3/4 ton,
kept, with extras 5800
318, 4 speed. $550. ALL Types of gravel
miles Call 436 5677
and white rock hauled.
753 7161.
1988 YAMAHA Blaster,
1971 CHEVROLET Also, slabs and light and
very good condition only 5
dark mulch, hauling
Pick Up, good condi
months old $1650. 759tion Call after 6P.M , and any type of clean up
1108 after 5P M
work. Reasonable, Re
492 8663
1988 YAMAHA Blaster,
1971 FORD Pick Up, ferences. (Industrial or
3 months old, perfect green, 3 speed, 5700. Residential), 753 0467
shape Call 489 2640
Call 753 5522 days, 753 after 6P.M.
AL'S Driveways and
7849
evenings
48 Auto Services
Paving, Inc Free Estimates Call 502 753ENGINE. 305 Cl, 8/
8357
model, 3,500 actual
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
miles, 81,000 call 527
1983 International truck
9779
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
9670 cab over-Extra
Whirlpool. 28 years ex
49
Used Cars
perience. Parts and ser
nice 300 Cummings
vice_ Bobby Hopper, 753
motor
(5,000
miles
or
Ner-el An Ertr.1 CAr
4872 or 436 5848.
motor after major
For A Few 13.1y..."
overhaul) 9 speed
LAWN SERVICE

Now it's

-Dan Taylor
Chem* Oldsmobile,
CASK,Ix. ol
Pris, TN

FOR SALE

fr.., (.• r‘•

At

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET. INC
502 7 53-26 1 7
1967 CHEVY" 4 door,
hard top, p s , brakes
and air, $800 Call
489 2816.
1975 FORD Mustang,
engine needs work.
5.400. Call 759 9234
1975 PLYMOUTH Gran
Fury, 4 door, gold, 146,000
miles rebuilt engine only
has 600, good transporta
tion 436 7522 between 6
and 10P.M.
1477 NOVA, automatic,
air conditioner, power
steering, $800. 753 8909
days, 753'9396 evenings
1979 CHEVROLET
Malibu, 7 tone charcoal
and silver Black inter
ior, new set of Sears
tires, cold air 759 1758
1979 FIREBIRD, PS, PB,
AC, AM/FM cassette,
good condition, $1500. 753
7161.
1979 MAZDA GLC wa
gon, 4 speed, air, good
condition, $950. Call
759 1750.
1980 CUTLASS
Supreme, 350, V-0,
A/C, AM/FM, cassette, good condition.
Great family car or
graduation present, $l,
695. 753 9786 or 753 9623.
1980 DELTA Royale
4 door with equipment,
extra clean $2,100 Call
436 2682.
1981 CHEVETTE, air,
automatic, low mileage.
Excellent condition, VI,
900 or best offer Call
901642 7248.
1982 OLDS Toronado.
Call 753 6308.
1982 VW RABBIT, 82,
000 actual miles, one
owner, factory air,
stereo, 5 speed
New
tires, new brakes. Ex
tra nice Call 753 5.400
after 4:30P.M.
1983 FORD Fairmont,
$1,250. Call 753 0123
days and ask for Larry,
or 136 5433 nights.
.1983 TOYOTA CeIrca
GTS Red, 5 speed,
loaded. Excellent con
dition. Call 759-9749

$24,500"
1978 Raven alum flat
bed trailer nice

89,000"
753-6753

Yards Mowed
and Trimmed
Free Estimates
Call 753-8083

TO THE VICTOR GO THE SPOILS! You'll know
you've made it when you relax in this sprawling Cedariing Hills beauty Large decks and '88 built dock optimize the 2 acres rn/1 waterfront property You've
always dreamed It. now you can have it. Call today'

53. services Offered

53.

YARD landscaping.
Leveling driveways and
bushhogging. 436 5430 or
753-0659.
BRICK block and con
rete dr)ve_ways,
sidewalks, patios, house
foundations, chimneys.
New and repair. 27
years experience. Free
estimates. Large or
small jobs. Charles
Barnett 753 5476.
USINtSS CARDS- Gef
1,000 Free with 1,000
cards ordered. Highest
quality at lowest prices.
Weekdays only, 436-2263.
CONCRETE drive
ways, patios, carpentry
and block work. Call
502.492 8160.
CUSTOM Square Bal
ing. New Concord area
Call 436-2388.
FAMILY Lawn Care
Specialize in lawn
mowing including
shrubbery and hedges.
Servicing city and
county. Lower rates for
Senior Citizens. Call
now and register with a
dependable Lawn Service. 753 3534 or
753-3455.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs
FOR most any type
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753 4545 or
753-6763.
GARDENS Tilled, it's
not too late, and other
Lawn Maintenance
Call 753-2423
GENERAL Repair Plumbing, roofing, yard
work, tree work. Wood,
$25 a rick. Call 436 2642
or 436-5895.
GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753 2310 for free
estimate
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile. 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753-9400.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753 2310 for free

Services

Offered

LAURA'S Cleaning
Service. Spring or
General cleaning Car
pet shampooing Call
502 247.4789.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING For all
your carpet & upholst
ery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753-5827.
Satisfied references.
LICENSED electrician,
residential and commercial. Air conditioning. Sales and service.
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair 753
7203.
LICENSED Electri
clan, Doug Jones Elec
tric. Residential wiring
and electrical and elec
tric motor repairs. No
rewinding. Call
759-4751.
MAX W. Parker,
Attorney at Law. Former county attorney;
former district judge
Office, 104 N. 4th St,
Murray, 753-3153;
Home, 753-7900.
MITCHELL Paving'
Driveways, parking
lots, seal coating and
striping. Also,
limestone, gravel, top
soil and grading. Phone
753-1537.
M OBILE HOME
Specialist, Repair,
leveling, underpinning,
setups, tear -downs,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, washing,
hurricane straps. 759
4850.
MOODY'S Mower Ite-,
pair, Pick Up & Delivery. All work guaranteed. Phone 753-5668.
PAINTING
Interior
and exterior. Reasona•
ble, quality work. Call
after 5P.M., 753-1449.
'PAINTING' Interior
and exterior. 10 years
experience. Reasonable
rates, Free estimates.
Call Willie, 4362579.
QUALITY construction
repairs and alterations.
Free estimates Call .G
& A46-2617.

53. Services Offered

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free es
timates. Call 474 2307 or
753-6973.
ROOFING, Minor Con
crete work, Carpentry.
Cousin's Enterprises
call 759-4506.
SEWING Machine Re
pair. All makes and
models. Home & In
dustrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.
SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair. 436-2811.
SUREWAY Tree
Service- Topping, prun
ing, tree removal. Aerial bucket truck. Fully
insured for your prot
ection. Stump removal
with no lawn damage.
Free estimates. No
obligations. 753-5484.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.

WILL cut lawns. RP
asonable rates, Cari

753-6812_
WILL do plumbing installation & repairs. All
guaranteed. Free e!.
timates. Phone 492 8899
or 753 1308
55. Feed

New NK
Hybrid Sudan
Grass
S59-19 Soybeans
S7744 Soybeans
(early bush type)
Stack Dust

Carraway
Farms
121 S. Neale Rd.
753-5522
5 6 . Free Column
FREE adorable pup
pies to a good home.
Two males, will be
small to medium build
(mother is Benji type
dog). Call 436-2778.
FREE to good horns.
Collie mix, all shots,
neutered. Call 759-9725.

Cabines
t

*
*

3
-*
*
*
*
i

Custom Woodworking
&
Kitcen
h & Bath Cabinets
•prop by & ma our showroom

Phonic, Day or Night
Allyn Paschall 759 9689

Rex Camp Backhoe Service
Sewer from street to house.
Septic Tank Work
Trenching

753-9224
INE4111EGIIC011
Need A Special Olft?
Ceramics-Moccasins-Woodcrafts-Cooper-BrassToys-Fish, Aquariums & SupplieS-CryStal-NoliOnSFlowers-Tools-Wood Swings
Also, now selling high quality sofas-love seatsHide-A-bed-BerklinFreCliners-desks- tables &
chairs-end tables-bedding-entertainment centersand much much MOT

gia**********************

•-7

RIP-Rap, Sand, Fer
tIlizer. Will haul any
thing. Call 753-0467

Pet Sitting
House Sitting

Residence and adjoining commercial building.
50's.

Shawn Maxwell
753-6147

KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222

711 Main

Dial-A-Serviceei
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Police

911

911

Voe
Ne`t4

v

urray Home & Auto

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky
. • .
.
,
& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Trona and Carrico dealer
tor woos arra sorrtra in murray

Phone
753-2571

753-5131

anal Calloway County.

SO2 Otattnut.

I,m.o.resew...0..'•
'

753-8181

Greg's Vinyl Tops

Poison ControlN
753-7588

753-9841

C
Tea
ntp
erert
Dvr) off 641 N
(Behind old Boston
M-F 8-5
•
•Simulated convertible tops
•Pin stripes •Stick on body side molding
•Luggage racks •Truck rails and tailgate guards

BACKHOE SERVICE & SEPTIC
TANK INSTALLATION
Ditching - &haw Repair
Septic Tank Repair
Gene Steoloy
753-6156

..... _IX

Calloway County Rescue Squad

753-6952
r

RENTAL SALES

.„

,

Pet Sitting
House Sitting
Shawn Maxwell - 753-6147

Rent the tools you need.

753-8201

211 Main

Murray Made Windows - Siding-Fencing
Downspouts 8 Gutters - Shutters
Aluminum Siding - Solar Screens

HOLLAND TIRE
Specializing in
Performer GT Radial
Raised White Letter Tires

Us Today!
jj.IIRRI ATKIV8 A -1s,ArN 14it.%
Call

121

in Wiggins Furn. Rci
2 Mi. N. of Murray US 641 753-4566 I
Open: Thurs., Fri., II Sat. 9-5; Sun. 12-5
')wned lnd npwatP1 r'y Pnbe,t Ind Nell *wry,

11.1=11=4=11111EGIVIIIICC=MIffelt

MOM

twieusf

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

lip Tioappe

8y42grao

753-84
"

Corner of East Mein & Industrial Rd.

753-5606

i
Spouse Abuse

eale Backhoe Service
Call after 5 p.m.
489-2470

Hot-Line & Safe-House
24 Hour Crisis Line 759-4050
Also dating violence

To place your ad
the

in

Dial-A-Service

You'll find it all at

Shoppers Mall

•
3
*
•
•

4g
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY - iIirihwei Bunny Bread 7aggii

CENTER

Bobby Paschall 753 2768

41
*
3
41

All Types Of:

Tenders

estimate.

759-9ERA

PASCHALL PLUMBING REPAIR
WCII Pump Repairs & Installations

and Seed

Custom Kitchen

•

ERA' HERITAGE REALTY
The Village

53. Services Offered

call: 753-1916
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.-11 p.
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OBITUARIES
Ed Frank Kirk, 72, of Louisville,
formerly of Murray, died Saturday at 4 am at firsiisville Jewish
Hospital.
A retired salesman, he formerly
owned and operated Diuguid Furniture Co., Murray. He was a
member of First Christian Church
and was a Rotarian.
Born July 15, 1915, in Paris,
Tenn., he was the son of Irvin Kirk
and Kate Diuguid Kirk. One son,
Edward Franklin Kirk, died Dec.
2, 1962.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Reba Hale Kirk: one daughter,
Mrs. Edwina Yates, one son, Ron
Kirks, and two grandchildren,
Tony Yates and Marisa Yates, all
of Louisville; one sister, Mrs.
Charlotte Whitnell, Murray.
Graveside services are today at
11 a.m. at Murray City Cemetery.
Dr. David Roos is officiating. J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements.

"tarrir.

Burley Kirks

Ed Frank Kirk

Burley Kirks, 87, died Saturday
at 11:25 a.m. at West View Nursing Home.
He was preceded in death by his
wife, Mrs. Maggie Mae Peters
Kirks; two sons, Robert Kirks on
Oct. 14, 1983, and Took Kirks on
Sept. 12, 1987; and seven brothers.
He was a retired employee of
Murray Sanitation Department
and a member of Ledbetter Baptist Church.
•
Born Aug. 31, 1900, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Tom Kirks and Martha Kirks.
He is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. George (Lillian) Dunn, Mur-

-

ray; one son, Frank Kirks, Rt. 8,
Murray; 11 grandchildren; 16
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The
Rev. Heyward Roberts will officiate. Music will be by Scotts
Grove Baptist Church Choir with
Tommy Hoke as leader.
Pallbearers will be Allen Dunn,
Bobby Kirks, Glen Kirks, Earl
Kirks, Gary Kirks, Wade Kirks
and Larry Kirks.
Burial will follow in Ledbetter
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.
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Willie Wade Joseph
Services for Willie Wade Joseph
were Sunday at 4 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. Everett
Roseberry and the Rev. Bob Dotson officiated. Mrs. Otto Erwin
was organist.

prisoner of war in Germany for 16
months during World War II. He
had worked for Murray Division of
Tappan Co. for 18 years and for
Tea students from Murray Middle School have been named state finalists and will participate in the talent
search program conducted by the Talent identification Program of Duke University in Durham, North
Tennessee Valley Authority for 10
Carolina. The program is designed to identity academically-gifted students in the seventh grade. The students
years.
are, front row, from left: Paul Baugher, son of Bonnie and Michael Baugher; David Greene, son of Terry
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Greene; Ginger Crouch, daughter of Richard and Cheryl; Darren Gantt, son of Delores and Vernon; back
Verlene Beane Joseph; two
row, from left: Carolyn Jackson, daughter of Donald Jackson; Belinda Lockhart, daughter of Georgia and
Pallbearers were James daughters, Mrs. Jim (Janice)
Darrell Lockhart; Mary Friend, daughter of Sandra and Mark Friend; Melissa Musclo, daughter of Fugen
The funeral for Clyde Steele is Tucker, Charles Tucker, Jerry Hays, Kirksey, and Mrs. Steve
Oliver Muscio; Nick Jones, son of Valerie Morris; and Peter Johnson, son of Marc) and Michael Johnson.
and
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Earl
Wade
Crick, Jim (Teresa) Cavitt, Mayfield; three
today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Norwood
and
John
B.
Smith.
sons,
Jerry
Joseph,
Murray,
the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
John Dale will officiate. Jerry Burial was in Murray Memorial Rev. Roger Joseph, Symsonia,
Gardens.
and Barry Joseph, Atlanta, Ga.;
Bolls will direct singers from
Mr. Joseph, 64, Rt. 1, Kirksey one sister, Mrs. Otto (Hilda Mae)
Seventh and Poplar Church of
died Friday at 1:50 p.m. near his' Parks, Murray; one brother,
Christ.
three national finalists in that
on the total sixth grade KEST
Wavil Joseph. Benton: 13
Murray Middle School students
Pallbearers will be Earl Steele. home.
An Army veteran, he was a
grandchildren.
time.
Paul Baugher, Ginger Crouch,
(Kentucky Essential Skills Test)
Lewis Bucks Bucy, Rudy Webs)
Score were eligible to compete in
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Mary Friend, David Greene,
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over
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this
Johnson,
20,000
year's talent search.
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-bound
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including an analysis of their
County Hospital.
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WhEtes
The state awards carry with
Participating students must scores, a guide to educational op1987:
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
them an invitation to the summer
12 9% white
fulfill some preliminary academic
200 1966:
portunities for academically.
Mary Bucy Steele, to whom he
46.3°' white
6000 black
program at Western Kentucky
gifted students, and information
requirements. At Murray Middle
was married on July 7, 1933; one
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150 51.2% black
University. a cooperative proSchool. 40 percent of the students on educational planning and
daughter, Mrs. Howard (Debbie)
who ranked in the 97th percentile
gram
with
Duke
University.
scholarships.
Moss, Paducah; two sons, Billy
100
Murray Middle School Guidance
Hispanics
Steele, Warren, Mich., and Danny
\
Counselor Mary Jane Littleton
50
Steele, Bowling Green; five
•
said the Talent Identification Pro- sisters, Mrs. Beaulab. Fielder,
0
gram is designed to identify
Mrs. Lucy Ferguson. Mrs. Ruby
1963 65 '67 '69 '71 '73 '75 '77 '79 '81 '83 '85 '87
academically-gifted children at an
Jewell and Mrs. Rosine Malcomb,
The Best...
Note . From 1963-56. Hispanics were included in other categories.
early age and assist in their educaall of Murray. and Mrs. Robbie
from 1967-69. the Hispanic numbers included only Puerto Ricans
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tion.
University
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Ch.cago Tribune Chart Source Chocago Board of Ectucation
*Excellent Rates on Medicare Supplement
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only
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individual
two brothers, Ray Steele, Warren.
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Mich., and Troy Steele, Toy;
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educators
understand
nature
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eight great-grandchildren.
* Temporary Major Medical
of gifted adolescents. Murray MidHELSINKI. Finland (AP ) —
dle School has participated in the
after he leaves office will house
Call Bennett /A Associates
President Reagan. the target of the papers and memorabilia that program since 1981 and has had
753-7273
305 N. 4th Murray
embarrassing disclosures in books he collected.
by former aides, says he probably
"So there will be a record that is
will write a book of his own to open for public view. But I'll pro-straighten out the record and tell
bably get around to writing a
HOPKINSVILLE,Ky.iAP I — A
things as they really are."
Final rites for .Mrs. Pauline
book."
Hopkinsville man collecting
However, the president inCooper for Saturday at 3 p.m. in
"For the Record," a recent book
Good
dicated he wasn't happy about the
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
by former White House chief of aluminum cans along a railroad
Noighbor
track was struck and killed by a
idea.
Funeral Home. The Rev. Charles
staff Donald T. Regan, portrayed
Chewy
train, officials said.
"I don't look forward to it. I
Anderson and the Rev. Jim SimStars
Reagan as a hand-off leader whose
Christian County Coroner Dorris
wrote a book once and found it was schedule was guided by
mons officiated. Music was by
quite a chore," said Reagan, the
Milton Gresham. soloist, and Mrs.
astrological forecasts followed by Lamb said Richard "Son" Jones,
••
86, died at the scene Thursday
author of a 1965 autobiography enOneida White, organist.
his wife, Nancy.
Pallbearers were Paul A. titled "Where's the Rest of Me."
Former White House after he was hit by the northbound
4.4
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Reagan revealed his plans in a
Lassiter, Othel Paschall, Coffield
spokesman Larry Speakes also CSX train.
1935
Buick
Century,
4 I,
bte
Witnesses said Jones was in the
Vance, Huel West, Bob Bazzell
televised interview with two
drew an unflattering portrait of
p w
cruse " AM -.I
middle of the track and facing the
and Bill Dodson. Burial was in
Soviet journalists, broadcast
Reagan in his book, "Speaking
cassette
Salem Cemetery.
Saturday night in the Soviet Union
Out," and said he made up quotes train but made no attempt to
move.
after being taped last week in the
Mrs. Cooper, 75, died Thursday
for the president at the Geneva
The engineer sounded the horn
at Murray -Calloway County
Oval Office.
summit with Gorbachev because
and
applied the brakes but was
Hospital.
"I've been thinking very
Reagan was losing the public relaunable to stop the train, which was
seriously about writing a book. In
tions battle.
view of the fact that several people
Speakes said he also took words traveling about 30 mph, officials
who have left government have
from Secretary of State George P. said.
written some books. I think maybe
Shultz and attributed them to
I better straighten out the record
Reagan after the Soviet Union shot
and tell things as they really are,"
down a Korean airliner. Speakes
Reagan said.
said Reagan didn't have anything
He said the presidential library
to say on his own at meetings with
MEXICO CITY (AP) — A com- to be built in southern California
key aides.
mission from the International
Committee of the Red Cross will
inspect conditions in Cuban jails •
beginning Monday, the Cuban
government's Prensa Latina news
agency said Saturday.
In a dispatch monitored in Mexico City, Prensa Latina said four
,,...""4"411141111111.vO)k,
Red Cross inspectors will be permitted to meet with several
•Double Wrapped
De-Vo-Ko-® 100
"counterrevolutionary prisoners"
*Galvanized Shell
during the trip.
13e.roa
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1Pairse
*Quiet Sound
The agency said 323 people are
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Flat Wall Paint
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Som.-Oleos I memo.
Cornelio Sommaruga, president of
the Red Cross' international
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committee.
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SERVICE SPECIAL

Economy Mufflers Installed

CIOSPSECEIAALSOLE

$21.95*

L

50%

Premium Muffler $29.95*

Bel-Air Laundry
& Dry Cleaners
Bel Air Shopping Center
753-5242

Monroe Heavy Duty Shocks
Our Lowest Price Ever

$8.88*

Installation available at an additional cost.
•Most American cars and pickups. Many foreign cars.
Clamps if needed S1.2S extra.

Alterations & Winter Storage

Suits, (Plain) Dresses,
Long Coats (Pleats Extra)
$25°
Each
Trousers, Skirts,
Sweaters, Sponcosts (Meets Extra)

`1.50

BARRETT'S SERVICE
GoodSeAvice
CENTER
(1 Block North
of the Court Square)
200 N. 4th St.

50% offR" 159
White, Soft White and Colors

De-Vo-Ko"
WONDER SPEED
Interior Latex
Semi-Gloss Enamel

%
50

Reg 24

White, Soft White & Colors

All Carpet & Vinyl Remnants...50%Off.

JOE SMITH CARPET

Each

Expires 6-4-88

De-Vo-Ko"
WONDER SPEED
Interior Latex
Flat Wall Paint

753-6001

Hwy. 641 North, Murray

753-6660
'11

